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ORGANISATION OF THE PH.D. THESIS 
This Ph.D. thesis includes five scientific papers, originating from the Ph.D. research project; 
three are submitted for publication in scientific journals, one is published in the proceedings 
of an international conference, and one is published as a DCE technical memorandum of the 
Department of Civil Engineering, Aalborg University, Denmark. The introductory chapters of 
this thesis include background information of the offshore wind energy sector, the overall aim 
and specific objectives of the research project as well as a presentation of the selected topics 
of the research project. In addition, the conclusions and recommendations for future research 
in relation to the topics presented and discussed in the five scientific papers are included. A 
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SUMMARY IN ENGLISH 
Breaking the dependence on fossil fuels offers many opportunities for strengthened 
competitiveness, technological development and progress. Offshore wind power is a domestic, 
sustainable and largely untapped energy resource that provides an alternative to fossil fuels, 
reduces carbon emissions, and decreases the economic and supply risks associated with 
reliance on imported fuels. Today, the modern offshore wind turbine offers competitive 
production prices for renewable energy and is therefore a key technology in achieving the 
energy and climate goals of the future. 
The overall aim of this Ph.D. thesis was to enable low-cost and low-risk support structures to 
be designed in order to improve the economic feasibility of future offshore wind farms. The 
research work was divided in the following four selected research topics in the field of 
geotechnical engineering, relating to the monopile and the bucket foundation concepts:  
1. Long-term response of monopiles: Offshore wind turbine support structures are 
subjected to strong cyclic loading, originating from wind and wave loads. This can 
lead to accumulated rotation of the wind turbine tower, adversely affecting the 
ultimate strength and fatigue life of the wind turbine, including the support structure, 
machine components and blades. Thus, a safe design must address issues of 
accumulated rotation and changes in stiffness. Design guidance on this issue is limited.    
The aim of the research work was to improve the current design guidelines for 
prediction of the accumulated rotation of an offshore wind turbine in response to 
cyclic loading. A novel engineering methodology, capable of incorporating effects of 
continuous or random two-way cyclic loading on the response of monopiles in a 
simple manner, is presented. The validity of the model is supported by 1-g laboratory 
tests in which a stiff pile, installed in drained sand, was subjected to series of 10-
10000 load cycles with varying amplitude and mean load. A complete non-
dimensional framework for stiff piles in sand is presented and applied to interpret the 
test results. The accumulated rotation was found to be dependent on relative density 
and was strongly affected by the characteristics of the applied cyclic load. The results 
indicate that accumulated pile rotation during the life of the turbine is dominated by 






2. Modelling of advanced geotechnical problems: Numerical methods, such as finite 
element of finite difference, provide an important tool for investigating soil-structure 
interaction and optimizing the design of support structures. However, advanced three-
dimensional constitutive models, not readily available, are required to accurately 
capture the response of soils, in particular, the response to cyclic loading. 
The aim of the research work was to develop a practical engineering tool for exploring 
the responses of offshore support structures subjected to cyclic loading, in order to 
benchmark and improve design guidelines and address risks of failure due cyclic 
liquefaction/mobility. An advanced constitutive model, based on a former model, 
capable of simulating the response of soils, in particular, the response to cyclic loading 
and related observations, such as accumulation of pore pressure, cyclic mobility and 
cyclic liquefaction, is presented. The model was implemented as a user-subroutine in a 
commercial finite difference code using an integration scheme based on the general 
return mapping method. A suitable implementation strategy was developed to ensure 
robustness and address convergence problems. The model was proven capable of 
accurately simulating triaxial test data of silt sediments from the North Sea.  
3. Interpretation of piezocones in silt: Piezocone data give important information on the 
soil parameters required for the design of offshore wind turbine support structures. 
However, interpretation of piezocone data in silt sediments is conceptually difficult, as 
the measured response is affected by the degree of pore pressure dissipation during 
cone penetration. This is particularly problematic if the soil parameters determined 
from the piezocone data differ significantly from those obtained by investigating intact 
samples in a triaxial apparatus. 
 
The aim of the research work was to establish a methodology for interpreting 
piezocone data in silt sediments. A numerical methodology for generating a site-
specific correlation between triaxial test data and the in-situ state of silt sediments is 
presented. The process of cone penetration was simulated as an expanding cylindrical 
cavity using a plasticity model formulated within the framework of critical state soil 
mechanics, while accounting for effects of drainage conditions in saturated soil. The 
method was successfully applied in a case study of silt sediments originating from the 





sediments; a derived effect of the silt having a large slope of the critical state line, 
resulting in rather weak and compressible behaviour at high mean effective stresses. 
 
4. Buckling loads of bucket foundations: Bucket foundations have the potential to be the 
cost-effective option for future offshore wind farms, if suction assisted penetration is 
employed. The geometry of bucket foundations falls into the category of thin shell 
structures as the ratio between the bucket diameter and wall thickness is very large. 
Therefore, the structure is particularly exposed to structural buckling due 
predominantly to the hydrostatic loading during installation.  
The aim of the research work was to reduce the risk of buckling failure during 
installation of future bucket foundations. Guidelines and recommendations for design 
of bucket foundations against structural buckling were derived. These were supported 
by series of three-dimensional, non-linear finite element analyses, while accounting for 
material plasticity, geometric imperfections, residual stresses, embedment depth and 
derived effects of adding suction, such as the presence of hydraulic gradients in the 
soil. Furthermore, observations of a full-scale bucket foundation, which failed due to 
buckling, confirmed the numerical findings. The results and conclusions presented 
were used to design the first bucket foundation, the Mobile Met Mast, which was 
successfully installed offshore in Denmark, in February 2009. 
The outcomes of each of the four research topics contribute, either directly or indirectly, to 
enable low-cost and low-risk support structures to be put into use. Overall, these outcomes 













SUMMARY IN DANISH (SAMMENDRAG) 
Ved at bryde afhængigheden af fossile brændstoffer skabes der mange muligheder for at styrke 
konkurrenceevnen, den teknologiske udvikling og fremskridtet. Havvindmølleenergi er en 
lokal, bæredygtig og stort set uudnyttet energikilde, som udgør et alternativ til fossile 
brændstoffer. Det er en vedvarende energiform, som bidrager til at reducere udledningen af 
drivhusgasser og til at minimere de økonomiske og forsyningsmæssige risici forbundet med 
afhængigheden af importerede fossile brændstoffer. I dag leverer den moderne havvindmølle 
vedvarende energi til konkurrence-dygtige produktionspriser og er dermed en nøgleteknologi 
til opnåelse af fremtidens energi- og klimamål. 
Det overordnede mål for forskningsarbejdet, der præsenteres i denne Ph.D.-afhandling, er at 
forbedre det eksisterende normgrundlag for dimensionering af havvindmøllefundamenter, 
direkte eller indirekte, og dermed reducere risici og omkostninger knyttet til fremtidens 
fundamenter. Forskningsarbejdet er opdelt i fire forskningsemner, udvalgt indenfor det 
geotekniske fagområde, som relaterer til monopæl- eller bøttefundamentet:  
1. Langtids deformationer af monopælfundamenter: Havvindmøllefundamenter er udsat 
for stærke cykliske påvirkninger fra vind- og bølger. Påvirkningerne kan medføre en 
blivende deformation (hældning) af vindmølletårnet. Dette har en negativ effekt på 
vindmøllens udmattelsesstyrke og holdbarhed, herunder fundamentet, maskin-
komponenterne og møllevingerne. Et forsvarligt design må derfor tage højde for 
blivende deformationer og stivhedsændringer, men normgrundlaget indenfor dette 
område er meget begrænset.    
Formålet med forskningsarbejdet er at forbedre det eksisterende normgrundlag for 
bestemmelse af havvindmøllers blivende deformationer, som følge af cykliske 
belastninger. En ny beregningsmetode, som på en enkel måde kan bestemme en 
monopæls respons til vilkårlige cykliske tovejs belastninger, er udviklet. Grundlaget for 
metoden er understøttet af laboratorietests (1-g) udført ved brug af en stiv pæl 
nedrammet i drænet sand. Denne blev påsat belastningsserier af 10-10000 cyklusser af 
varierende amplitude og middelbelastning. Regningsmæssige størrelser for monopæle i 
sand er præsenteret og anvendt til at tolke testresultaterne. Resultaterne viste at 
blivende deformationer afhænger af sandets relative densitet, og at deformationerne er 






indikerer desuden, at de blivende deformationer, som opstår i løbet af havvindmøllers 
levetid, er domineret af de højst forventede belastninger. 
2. Modellering af avancerede geotekniske problemer: Numeriske metoder, så som finite 
element og finite difference, er vigtige værktøjer for at kunne analysere jord-
struktur interaktion og dermed for at kunne optimere dimensionerne af 
havvindmøllefundamenter. De numeriske metoder kræver dog avancerede, 
tredimensionelle konstitutive modeller for præcist at simulere havbundens opførsel 
under cykliske belastninger . Disse avancerede modeller er ikke let tilgængelige. 
Formålet med forskningsarbejdet er at udvikle et numerisk værktøj, som kan bruges til 
at analysere responset af havvindmøllefundamenter under påvirkning af cykliske 
belastninger - et værktøj, som kan anvendes til at vurdere og forbedre eksisterende 
normgrundlag samt imødegå risikoen for svigt forårsaget af  liquefaction/mobilitet. 
Der præsenteres en avanceret konstitutiv model, som er udviklet på baggrund af en 
tidligere model. Modellen er i stand til at simulere kornet materiale under påvirkning 
af cykliske belastninger samt relaterede fænomener, såsom akkumulering af poretryk 
og  liquefaction/mobilitet. Modellen blev implementeret som en bruger-subrutine i et 
kommercielt finite difference program, ved brug at en integrations algoritme baseret 
på ”general return mapping”-metoden. En passende implementeringsstrategi er 
udviklet for at sikre robusthed og imødegå konvergensproblemer. Modellen er i stand 
til præcist at simulere triaxial-forsøg udført på siltsedimenter fra Nordsøen.  
3. Tolkning af CPTu målinger i siltsedimenter: CPTu målinger giver vigtige oplysninger 
om de jordparametre, som er nødvendige for dimensionering af 
havvindmøllefundamenter. Dog er tolkning af CPTu målinger i siltsedimenter 
konceptuelt vanskeligt, da målingerne er påvirket af graden af poretryksdissipation. 
Dette er især problematisk, såfremt parametrene bestemt på baggrund af CPTu 
målingerne afviger væsentligt fra dem, der er bestemt på baggrund af triaxial-forsøg 
på intakte prøver. 
 
Målet for forskningsarbejdet er at etablere en metodik til at tolke CPTu målinger i 
siltsedimenter.  En numerisk metode blev udviklet til at generere stedspecifikke 
korrelationer, mellem triaxial-forsøgs data og in-situ tilstanden af siltsedimenter. CPTu 





hensyntagen til drænforhold. Siltens materialeegenskaber blev simuleret ved brug af 
en plasticitetsmodel baseret på CSSM (Critical state soil mechanics). Den udviklede 
metode blev med succes anvendt i et casestudie baseret på siltsedimenter fra Nordsøen 
og var i stand til at forklare den lave spidsmodstand målt i siltsedimenterne  dette var 
en følge af en stejl hældning af critical state linjen, hvilket resulterede i en svag og 
kompressibel opførsel ved høje effektive spændinger. 
 
4. Pladefoldning af bøttefundamenters: Bøttefundamentet har potentiale til at blive en 
konkurrencedygtig fundamentsløsning til fremtidige havvindmølleparker, såfremt 
bøttefundamentet kan installeres vha. nedsugning. Et bøttefundament klassificeres 
som en tynd skalkonstruktion, da forholdet mellem bøttediameteren og vægtykkelsen 
er meget stor. Konstruktionen er derfor særligt udsat overfor pladefoldning - primært 
på grund af de hydrostatiske laster under installationen.  
Formålet med forskningsarbejdet er at reducere risikoen for svigt pga. pladefoldning 
under installation af fremtidige bøttefundamenter. Vejledning, i at dimensionere 
bøttefundamenter mod pladefoldning, er udviklet på baggrund af tredimensionelle, 
ikke-lineære finite element analyser. I analyserne blev der taget højde for 
materialeplasticitet, geometriske ujævnheder, residual spændinger, penetrationsdybde 
og afledte effekter af påsat sug, såsom hydrauliske gradienter i jorden. Observationer 
af et fuldskala bøttefundament, som svigtede grundet pladefoldning, bekræfter de 
udledte konklusioner. Resultaterne og konklusionerne er anvendt til at designe 
”Mobile Met Mast” - det første bøttefundament som er installeret på havet med succes. 
Bøttefundamentet blev installeret ud for den danske kyst i februar 2009. 
Resultaterne af hvert af de fire forskningsemner bidrager, enten direkte eller indirekte, til at 
fundamenter med lavere omkostninger og risici kan tages i brug. På et overordnet plan udgør 










1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The world is now aware that the problems due to the dependence on oil and increasing 
carbon emissions must be solved. Breaking the dependence on fossil fuels offers many 
opportunities for strengthened competitiveness, technological development and progress. 
Offshore wind power is a domestic, sustainable and largely untapped energy resource that 
provides an alternative to fossil fuels, helps reduce carbon emissions, and decreases the 
economic and supply risks associated with reliance on imported fuels. Today, the modern 
offshore wind turbine offers competitive production prices for renewable energy and is 
therefore a key technology in achieving the energy and climate goals of the future. Therefore, 
there are strong political and industrial forces, especially in northern Europe, which support 
the development of the offshore wind industry. Offshore wind energy has a promising future 
globally, as the population centres throughout the world are located near or along coastlines, 
close to offshore wind resources. 
1.1 Offshore wind farms 
For years, Denmark has been the pioneer in offshore wind power. In 2002, the first large-scale 
offshore wind farm was installed in Denmark, and in 2008, Denmark generated more than 
20% of its electricity using wind turbines (Fig. 1). Currently, there are political strategies to 
enlarge the Danish offshore wind energy sector in order to limit the dependence on oil, gas 
and coal by 2050. In the United Kingdom, several offshore wind farms have recently been 
installed and the government has unveiled plans to generate a large amount of offshore wind 
energy, 33 GW, by 2020. Other countries investing in offshore wind energy include Belgium, 
Germany, Ireland, Netherlands and Sweden.  
Presently, the majority of wind turbines are located onshore, as the construction costs onshore 
are lower than offshore. However, limitations of suitable locations on land due to dense 
populations and existing built-up areas enforce the development of offshore wind farms. The 
efficiency of wind turbines has increased significantly during the past decades as wind 
turbines became bigger. However, for onshore wind turbines, it may be difficult to achieve 
further increases of efficiency, as the size of the wind turbines is close to the limit for logistic 
problems during transportation of large wind turbine components, such as tower sections, 
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nacelles, and blades. These limitations do not exist for transporting offshore wind turbines, as 
ships and barges easily accommodate large structures.  
The offshore wind energy industry has not developed as rapidly as was expected a few years 
ago, despite strong political and industrial forces. An important factor for this is the high cost 
of the offshore wind turbine support structures, about 25-30% of the total cost of an offshore 
wind farm. Depending on the type of the turbine and location, a single support structure can 
cost EUR 1-4 million. New, innovative, low-cost and low-risk concepts need to be developed 
in order to increase the economic feasibility of future offshore wind farms.  
Several concepts for offshore wind turbines support structures exist. Each concept has its 
advantages and limitations, and the cost-effectiveness of a particular support structure type 
depends to a large extent on the site conditions. Geotechnical site conditions and water depth 
are the primary design drivers. Transportation, logistics and installation are also important 
design drivers as costs of these components can be higher than the manufacture cost. 
Furthermore, elimination of underwater maintenance is essential due to the difficult access 
and high cost involved with operations offshore.  
Future offshore wind farms will be located in more exposed sites, with deeper water and 
larger waves. In order to develop cost-effective support structures, concepts which result in 
 
Fig. 1. Nysted Offshore Wind Farm, erected in 2003. 
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minimum offshore work and low-cost manufacturing must be put into use. Due to the variety 
of soil conditions, ranging from soft clays to very dense sands, and the variety of weather 
windows available for installation vessels, cost-effective support structures will not rely on a 
single concept; various concepts must be put into use to cover the wide range of site 
conditions. 
The research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis addresses selected research topics in the field 
of geotechnical engineering, focusing on improving the design of future offshore wind turbine 
support structures. The outcomes of the research work may directly or indirectly increase the 
economic feasibility of future offshore wind farms by reducing risks and costs associated with 
offshore wind turbine support structures. This chapter gives a broad introduction to the 
engineering aspects of designing offshore wind turbines, an outline of the current state-of-the-
art support structures concepts, as well as the challenges faced in making future support 
structures more cost-effective.   
1.2 Loads in the offshore environment  
There is much experience in designing offshore 
support structures within the oil and gas sector. 
These structures are large and unique, and are 
built fit for purpose with respect to their 
particular sites. The loading of oil and gas 
installations is often dominated by the huge self-
weight. The structures are therefore less exposed 
to dynamic excitation. The loading of an offshore 
wind turbine is principally different. It is 
characteristic for an offshore wind turbine that 
the support structure is subjected to large 
moments at seabed and strong cyclic loading, 
originating from wind and wave loads on the 
structure.   
The resulting loading of a support structure is 
primarily governed by a large moment at seabed 
level while the horizontal and vertical loads are 
V
H
Fig. 2. Resulting loads on an offshore wind 
turbine. 
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comparably small. Contributions from wind and wave loading can be roughly estimated. For a 
modern offshore wind turbine, located in 20 m water depth, the resulting force of wind and 
wave can be approximated by a horizontal force  acting on the tower, approximately 30 m 
above seabed level. The vertical load is determined from the self-weight of the turbine, tower 
and foundation, , as shown in Fig. 2. 
Tidal currents and wind induced waves are very important in European coastal waters. Swells 
and waves travelling over long distances are less significant due to the topography of the 
North Sea. The frequency range of energy rich waves is typically in the range 0.05-0.5 Hz, and 
extreme waves typically occur in the range 0.07-0.14 Hz. Relevant wind-induced wave power 
spectra for engineering purposes are described by the JONSWAP (Joint European North Sea 
Wave Project) spectrum or the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.   
The effective wind load exciting the wind turbine is determined by a complex interaction 
between the structural dynamics of the turbine and a wind field containing turbulent gusts 
caused by eddies in the flow. The turbulent wind field originates from atmospheric turbulence 
with contributions from nearby turbines disturbing the flow. The turbulent wind field is, for 
engineering purposes, usually modelled in two spatial dimensions, using a power spectrum in 
connection with a coherence function describing the spatial correlation of the turbulence. The 
von-Karman spectrum or the Kaimal spectrum is often applied to represent the wind power 
spectrum. The energy rich wind turbulence lies below 0.1 Hz.  
Modern offshore wind turbines, producing power in the range 2.0-3.6 MW, are installed with 
either pitch regulated blades or variable rotational speed systems to enable optimization of 
the power production under a wide range of wind speeds. The rotational speed is typically in 
the range 10-20 revolutions per minute, and the first excitation frequency (1Ω), 
corresponding to a full revolution, in the range 0.17-0.33 Hz. In general, the 1Ω-frequency 
should only be lightly excited. A large excitation is likely caused by unwanted mass or 
aerodynamic imbalances. The blade passing frequency, 0.5-1 Hz, is denoted the 3Ω-frequency 
on a three-bladed wind turbine. This frequency is heavily excited, primarily due to the 
impulse-like excitation from blades passing the tower.  
Site-specific spectral densities for wind and waves can be derived from available measured 
data, met-ocean databases or numerical models. The excitation ranges, 1Ω and 3Ω, and the 
realistic normalized power spectra representing aerodynamic and hydrodynamic excitation 
are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Typical excitation ranges of a modern offshore wind turbine. 
Today, offshore wind turbines are designed with the 1st natural frequency, , in the range 
between 1Ω and 3Ω; in the wind industry sector this is referred to as a soft-stiff structure. 
However, it is possible to design a soft-soft structure with the 1st natural frequency below 
1Ω, or a stiff-stiff structure with the 1st natural frequency above 3Ω. The choice of frequency 
range for  sets criteria for the stiffness of the foundation; in general, less steel is required for 
a soft structure. Also, a softer structure requires a smaller diameter of the body which reduces 
the hydrodynamic loads. However, issues of fatigue or ultimate capacity may become the 
dominant design drivers. 
The tendency to build larger turbines will continue in the future, and as turbines grow larger, 
the rotation frequency will decrease. Thus, the soft-soft range between 1Ω and the 
hydrodynamic excitation range are likely to disappear in the future. An even softer range 
exists below the wave excitation frequency range. If a wind turbine structure can be designed 
below the wave excitation frequencies, only inertia-induced responses will dominate. In the 
oil and gas industry, these types of structures are applied in the Mexican Gulf in deep waters 
(400-600 m), for example the Petronius Platform. These are referred to as Compliant 
towers. 
A detailed outline of the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic interaction with the structural 
dynamics of a wind turbine placed in an offshore environment is given by Kühn (2001).  
1.3 Soil conditions 
Soil at seabed consists of two components, water and solids. The solids are particles ranging 
in size from clay to giant boulders, depending on the geological history of the soil. The size 
and types of soil particles affect the properties of the soil and thus its load carrying abilities. 
The soil particles are arranged in a complex structure affecting water movement and erosion 
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resistance. A wide range of soil conditions, ranging from soft clay to boulder sand and hard 
rock, are found in the coastal waters of Northern Europe. 
Ground investigation is the major means of obtaining soil information which affects the 
planning, design and construction of an offshore wind turbine project. Geotechnical site 
investigations are carried out before construction and typically include surface investigations 
(topographic surveys), and sub-surface investigations, using seismic surveys, cone penetration 
testing, vibrocores and boreholes. Subsequently, seabed material is thoroughly investigated in 
a laboratory. An important aspect of offshore construction work is geotechnical engineering - 
an engineering discipline that applies the principles of engineering mechanics to predict the 
behaviour of soil. This is a challenging task due to the wide range of soil properties and the 
highly non-linear behaviour exhibited by soils.  
1.4 Offshore wind turbine support structures  
The entire sub-structure, from below seabed level to above the splash zone, is referred to as 
the support structure. The interface to the turbine tower can be more than 20 m above 
mean sea level in high tide areas. 
Offshore wind turbine support structures are moment resistant structures. The moment 
loading can be transferred to the surrounding soil using either monopod or multipod 
structures. Monopod structures are defined as having a single interface to the soil, whereas 
multipod structures have three or four interfaces. The interface between the support structure 
and soil can be made using piles, caissons or direct foundation.  
 
Fig. 4. Monopod support structures with soil reaction forces under moment loading.
(a) Gravity based monopod; (b) monopile; (c) bucket foundation. 
(a) (b) (c)
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1.5 Monopods  
The three different types of monopods are illustrated in Fig. 4. The gravity foundation (Fig. 4 
a) is a shallow foundation bearing on the upper sediment layers and the loading is transferred 
by a large base to the seabed. The gravity base must have sufficient self-weight to avoid 
overturning. To obtain a large self-weight, the gravity foundations are typically constructed 
using reinforced concrete. Additional ballast material can be added after installation to further 
increase the weight. Gravity foundations have proven to be cost-effective in shallow, protected 
waters around Denmark. Reinforced concrete structures are built onshore and floated out to 
sea where they are filled with gravel and sand, similar to traditional bridge building 
technology. The cost-effectiveness of the gravity foundation is due to the cheap fabrication 
costs. 
The concept is limited to sites where the upper sediment layers have a limited inclination and 
sufficient bearing capacity. Extensive ground preparation must be carried out before 
installation. The main disadvantage is the difficult handling due to the large self-weight, 
ranging from 1400 to over 3000 tons. The installation of a gravity foundation requires little 
time, but calm weather conditions are necessary.  
 
Fig. 5. Construction yard for fabrication of monopiles for Horns Rev 2 Offshore Wind Farm, 
Denmark, 2008. 
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The monopile support structure (Fig. 4 b) is the most widely applied concept in recent 
offshore wind farm developments (Fig. 5). The monopile effectively extends the steel turbine 
tower under water. The monopile often consists of two parts; one part, the pile, is drilled or 
driven into the seabed until the final depth is reached, typically 20-40 m. The second part, the 
transition piece, has a slightly larger (or smaller) diameter than the pile, and is grouted with 
the pile with an overlap of 8-10 m. There are several reasons for the success of the monopile. 
The weight of the pile or transition piece typically does not exceed 250 tons; handling is 
relatively easy and several jack-ups are capable of installing a monopile. The duration for 
installation is short in locations where driving with a hydraulic hammer is sufficient for 
complete installation. In addition, the concept is well-known and only small risks are 
associated with monopile installation. The main disadvantage of the monopile is the high 
price of steel and fabrication. Also, at sites where drilling is required, installation is very slow 
and thus expensive. Monopile installation by means of hydraulic impact hammers  is often 
subjected to environmental concerns.  
The monopod bucket foundation (Fig. 4 c), often referred to as suction caisson, is a new 
concept which has the potential to be cost-effective in certain soil conditions. Depending on 
the skirt length and diameter, the bucket foundation can have a bearing capacity similar to 
 
Fig. 6. Offshore installation of a monopod bucket foundation, Denmark, 2009. 
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that of a monopile, a gravity foundation or in between. The bucket foundation can be 
installed using suction assisted penetration combined with other installation methods. This 
gives the possibility of having a self-installing foundation concept, avoiding the use of 
expensive jack-ups and installation vessels, and thus significantly reducing installation costs. 
The bucket foundation can be installed in fine sands or clay materials. The bucket foundation 
typically requires less steel compared to monopiles; however, fabrication is slightly more 
expensive due to the complicated structure. Rocks or large stones can cause failure of 
installation, thus the concept imposes larger installation risks than monopiles. Presently, one 
bucket foundation has been installed onshore in Frederikshavn, Denmark, in 2004. Another, 
the Mobile Met Mast (Fig. 6), has been recently installed offshore at Horns Rev 2 Offshore 
Wind Farm, Denmark, in February 2009. The Mobile Met Mast was designed on the basis of 
the research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis. The bucket foundation has a promising 
future and more are likely to be installed in the future.  
1.6 Multipods  
In addition to monopods, various multipod concepts based on either gravity, piles or caissons 
exist. These structures differ principally from monopods as the moment resistance is obtained 
by a tension/compression action. The gravity, piled and caisson based multipods are 
illustrated in Fig. 7.  
 
Fig. 7. Multipod support structures with soil reaction forces under moment loading. 
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The multipod can be designed in various geometries. The main design drivers are construction 
material, number of legs, length of legs and weight. The moment resistance relies on a 
combination of gravity, piles and caissons. Multipods are common in the oil and gas industry, 
but are not yet utilized in offshore wind farms. 
While monopods are likely to remain competitive in shallow water depths, multipods have an 
advantage in deeper waters, more than 20-30 m. Erecting larger turbines in deeper waters 
sets high requirements to the stiffness of the support structure. The stiffness of a monopile can 
only be obtained by introducing a large (and expensive) amount of additional steel to the 
structure. However, multipods can easily be designed to fulfil stiffness requirements.  
A key element to construct economically feasible support structures is to keep offshore 
construction work at a minimum. Exposed sites are typically governed by small weather 
windows for installation vessels to operate. Thus concepts such as appropriately designed 
multipods, allowing for rapid installation have a major advantage. The main disadvantage of 
multipod structures is the logistic problems arising during construction due to the geometric 
shape. Also, for steel multipods, the fabrication costs tend to be high due to the extensive 
welding work.  
Experience within the offshore construction industry origins from single, purpose-made oil 
and gas structures. However, future offshore wind farms will consist of more than 100 
turbines, thus concepts suitable for batch production must be put into use. Monopiles, as well 
as certain multipod designs are suitable for batch production. 
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2. OVERALL AIM AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
2.1 Rationale 
As outlined in the Introduction, the offshore wind energy sector is projected to expand 
significantly. The cost of support structures constitutes a significant proportion of the total 
cost for an offshore wind farm. Reduction of costs and risks related to support structures can 
significantly increase the economic feasibility of future offshore wind farms. 
The costs and risks related to offshore wind turbine support structures may be reduced by: 
• being able to assess the risks of structural and soil failure in the design phase; 
• improving the current design guidelines in order to optimize designs and minimize 
risks of failure; and 
• enabling novel and innovative support structures concepts to be put into use. 
It is essential that research is targeted to address all the above points. 
The overall aim and specific objectives of the research work presented in the present Ph.D. 
thesis are within the field of geotechnical engineering. 
2.2 Overall aim 
The overall aim was to establish novel design guidance for offshore wind turbine support 
structures, directly or indirectly, in order to reduce the risks and costs associated with future 
support structures, in particular the monopile and the bucket foundation concepts. 
2.3 Specific objectives 
The specific objectives were: 
• to improve the current design guidelines for prediction of the accumulated tilt of an 
offshore wind turbine in order to minimize risks of failure due to soil fatigue in 
response to long-term cyclic loading originating from wind and waves; 
 
• to develop a widely applicable numerical design tool for support structures, capable of 
simulating effects of cyclic loading, which may be used to benchmark and improve the 
current design guidelines, as well as address risks of cyclic liquefaction;  
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• to establish a method for interpretation of piezocone data in silt sediments in order to 
assess the risk of cyclic liquefaction/mobility developing in response to cyclic loading 
originating from an offshore wind turbine; and   
 
• to improve the current guidelines for the design of bucket foundations in order to 
minimize the risk of structural buckling during installation, thereby enabling an 
innovative support structure concept to be put into use.
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3. THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
The research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis is based on research components which are 
not directly inter-related, as previously mentioned. The research components are divided into 
four research topics and are reported in five scientific papers, submitted for publication in 
scientific journals or conference proceedings. An overview of the research topics and 
publications is illustrated in Fig. 8.  
 
Fig. 8. Overview of the research topics and papers. 
This chapter provides an overview of the contents of the five papers; including background 
information, rationale for the research topics, objectives and chosen methodologies. 
3.1 Long-term response of monopiles 
The monopile support structures are subjected to strong cyclic loading, originating from wind 
and wave loads, not only in extreme conditions but also in serviceability conditions. This can 
lead to accumulated rotation of the wind turbine tower, adversely affecting its ultimate 
strength and fatigue life. The long-term movements may significantly affect all parts of the 
wind turbine, including the support structure, machine components and blades. Therefore, it 
is of great importance to investigate the effects of cyclic loading. 
The interactions between soil and laterally loaded piles are typically accounted for by use of 
 curves, originally introduced by Reese & Matlock (1956) and McClelland & Focht 
(1958). The  curves for piles in sand described by Reese et al. (1974) and ONeill & 
Murchison (1983) led to recommendations in the standards by Det Norske Veritas (DNV 
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1977) and the American Petroleum Institute (API 1993) for oil and gas installations. In 2004, 
these recommendations were adopted in the standard Design of offshore wind turbine 
structures (DNV 2004) which represents the current state-of-the-art for design of monopiles 
in the offshore wind industry.  
The recommended  curves are designed primarily for evaluation of the ultimate lateral 
capacity. Important design issues, such as accumulated rotation and stiffness changes due to 
long-term cyclic loading are poorly accounted for. Methods proposed by Long & Vanneste 
(1994) and Lin & Liao (1999) provide simple means for predicting the effects of cyclic 
loading. Other investigations include small-scale tests on stiff piles reported by Peng et al. 
(2006), and a more theoretical approach by Lesny & Hinz (2007). However, further 
investigations are needed to verify the form of the models and to extend their use in 
predicting the long-term behaviour of monopiles.  
Paper I: Response of stiff piles in sand to long-term cyclic lateral loading and Paper II: 
Response of stiff piles to random two-way lateral loading explore the load-displacement 
 
Fig. 9. Overview of Papers I and II. 
Response of stiff piles in sand to 
long-term cyclic lateral loading
Literature review: evaluation of 
current methods to evaluate the 
response of piles to cyclic loading
Presentation of empirical data 
gathered from series of laboratory 
tests conducted with piles subjected to 
continuous cyclic loading
Derivation of scaling laws to 
extrapolate laboratory tests results to 
full-scale structures
Derivation of methods for predicting 
the accumulated rotation and change 
in stiffness of monopiles in response to 
continuous cyclic loading
Response of stiff piles to random 
two-way lateral loading
Presentation of empirical data 
gathered from series of laboratory 
tests conducted with piles 
subjected to various sequences of 
cyclic loading
Derivation of a method of strain 
superposition
Presentation of an engineering 
method to predict the 
accumulated rotation of 
monopiles in response to random 
two-way loading
Example: Implication of results for 
a full-scale monopile
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behaviour of stiff monopiles in sand subjected to long-term cyclic loading. The objective was 
to improve the current design guidelines for prediction of the accumulated tilt of an offshore 
wind turbine monopile in response to cyclic loading originating from wind and waves. The 
research work was based on results from series of laboratory tests carried out with due 
consideration to scaling up of the results. An overview of the contents and the main outcomes 
of this research topic is shown in Fig. 9. 
3.2 Modelling of advanced geotechnical problems 
Numerical methods, such as finite element of finite difference, provide an important tool for 
investigating soil-structure interaction and optimizing the design of support structures. For 
soil materials, only simple, classical elasto-plastic material models are supported by most 
commercial engineering codes, for example Mohr-Coulomb and Cam-Clay. Whereas these 
models are useful for many geotechnical problems, they are insufficient for complex problems. 
More advanced constitutive models are required to accurately simulate the response of soil 
under a wide range of relative densities and 
mean effective stress levels, as well as cyclic 
loading and related observations, such as 
accumulation of pore pressure, cyclic mobility 
and cyclic liquefaction. 
The critical state soil mechanics (CSSM) 
(Roscoe et al. 1958; Schofield & Wroth 1968) 
provides a broad framework to explain the 
fundamental behaviour of granular materials. 
The success and broad recognition of the 
CSSM have led to widespread application in 
constitutive models. A versatile and yet simple 
model, formulated within the framework of 
CSSM, is the critical state two-surface 
plasticity model for sands presented by 
Manzari & Dafalias (1997) and Manzari & 
Prachathananukit (2001). This model has 
proved to successfully simulate drained and 
undrained stress-strain behaviour of non-
 
Fig. 10. Overview of Paper III. 
A modified critical state 
plasticity model for sand 
- theory and implementation
Literature review: advanced 
constitutive models for granular 
material
Derivation of constitutive relations 
formulated within the framework 
of critical state soil mechanics
Utilization of a suitable integration 
scheme to efficiently solve the 
constitutive relations
Presentation of an implementation 
strategy which ensures the 
efficiency and robustness of the 
integration scheme
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cohesive sands under monotonic and cyclic loading in a wide range of confining stresses and 
densities (Manzari & Prachathananukit 2001; Taiebat et al. 2006). 
Paper III: A modified critical state plasticity model for sand - theory and implementation 
addresses the implementation of a constitutive material model. The objective was to 
implement an efficient and robust advanced material model, capable of simulating the 
response of granular material to monotonic and cyclic loading, and thereby to obtain a 
powerful numerical tool for analysing soil-structure interaction which can be used to 
benchmark and improve current design guidelines as well as address risks of cyclic 
liquefaction. The plasticity model is based on the critical state two-surface plasticity model 
for sands and was implemented as a user-subroutine in the commercial finite difference code 
FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three Dimensions) by Itasca, using a return 
mapping algorithm in connection with a suitable implementation strategy. An overview of the 
contents and the main outcomes of this research topic is shown in Fig. 10. 
3.3 Interpretation of piezocones in silt 
The piezocone is the most widely used device for offshore geotechnical site investigations. A 
piezocone is pushed into the ground at a constant rate, while the cone resistance, sleeve 
friction and pore pressures are measured. The measured data give important information on 
the soil parameters required for the design of offshore wind turbine support structures. 
Silt represents a soil, intermediate between sand and clay, in which cone penetration takes 
place under partially drained conditions at a standard rate of penetration. Interpretation of 
piezocone data in silt sediments is conceptually difficult, as the measured response is affected 
by the degree of pore pressure dissipation during cone penetration; therefore, methods for 
interpretation of piezocone tests in silt are limited and not well-established.  
Silt sediments are encountered frequently in the coastal areas of the North Sea, typically at 
depths of 5-15 m. These sediments are problematic in relation to the design of support 
structures for offshore wind turbines if the soil parameters determined from the piezocone 
data differ significantly from those obtained by investigating intact samples in a triaxial 
apparatus.  
Paper IV: Interpretation of piezocones in silt, using cavity expansion and critical state 
methods presents a numerical study of the process of piezocone penetration in silt sediments. 
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The objective was to derive a methodology capable of interpreting piezocone data in silty 
soils, and to derive a site-specific correlation to evaluate the in-situ state of the silt sediments 
found in the North Sea in order to assess the risk 
of cyclic liquefaction.  
The process of cone penetration was modelled 
using the method of cylindrical cavity expanding, 
while accounting for partially drained conditions. 
The silt sediment was modelled using the 
modified critical state two-surface plasticity 
model. An overview of the contents and the main 
outcomes of this research topic is shown in Fig. 
11. 
3.4 Buckling loads of bucket foundations 
Bucket foundations have the potential to be a 
cost-effective option for future offshore wind 
farms, if suction assisted penetration is employed. 
The suction installation technology was 
introduced originally by Shell (Senepere & 
Auvergne 1982), and currently is used widely for 
suction anchor piles and skirted foundations 
within the oil and gas offshore industry. During installation, suction is added to create a 
pressure differential across the bucket lid, thereby effectively increasing the downward force 
on the bucket while reducing the skirt tip resistance. Presently, a single wind turbine 
supported by a bucket foundation has been installed (Ibsen 2008). 
The geometry of bucket foundations falls into the category of thin shell structures as the ratio 
between the bucket diameter and wall thickness is very large. Therefore, the structure is 
particularly exposed to structural buckling due to the predominantly hydrostatic loading 
during installation. Buckling is therefore a major design consideration. 
Over the last decades, much research has been carried out to investigate the imperfection 
sensitivity of shell buckling (Teng 1996); however, the methods recommended by current 
standards are considered as semi-empirical due to the lack of agreement between theoretical 
 
Fig. 11. Overview of Paper IV. 
Interpretation of piezocones in 
silt, using cavity expansion and 
critical state methods
Outline of a problem related 
to silt sediments found in the 
North Sea
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Derivation of a method 
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and experimental buckling loads. Buckling failure loads are influenced by several factors, in 
particular, geometric imperfections, residual stresses, material plasticity, lid stiffness and the 
degree of lateral support provided by the soil to the embedded skirt.  
Paper V: Buckling of large diameter bucket foundations during installation in sand 
addresses the risk of failure during installation of bucket foundations using suction assisted 
penetration. The objective was to benchmark theoretical expressions and current standards 
for evaluating buckling loads, and to provide design guidance on issues not addressed by the 
current standards, thereby minimizing the risk of structural buckling during installation and 
enabling an innovative support structure concept to be put into use. The research work was 
based on finite element methods and observations from full-scale bucket foundations. An 
overview of the contents and the main outcomes of this research topic is shown in Fig. 12. 
 
Fig. 12. Overview of Paper V.
Buckling of large diameter bucket 
foundations during installation in sand
Current design guidlines are 
benchmarked against finite element 
simulations
Recommendations are given for the 
design of bucket foundations
Empirical data are obtained from: 
a) measurement of skirt imperfections 
b) a post-failure deformation pattern
The proposed design guidelines were 
successfully used to design the first 
bucket foundation, the Mobile Met 
Mast, which was installed offshore 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND  
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis was undertaken to improve the design of 
future offshore wind turbine support structures. The work has been divided in four selected 
research topics in the field of geotechnical engineering which are not directly inter-related. 
Each research topic was targeted to assess risks of failure, improve the current design 
guidelines or enable the use of innovative concepts for future support structures. Overall, the 
outcomes of the research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis may reduce risks and costs 
related to support structures, either directly or indirectly, and thereby contribute to increasing 
the economic feasibility of future offshore wind farms. 
This chapter outlines the major contributions and main conclusions of the research work. 
Furthermore, recommendations for future research, and the technological developments 
necessary for the research, are suggested on the basis of the current design guidelines and the 
research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis.  
4.1 Long-term response of monopiles 
Fundamental investigations conducted in a laboratory were used to develop design guidelines 
for prediction of the accumulated tilt of offshore wind turbines in response to cyclic loading 
originating from wind and waves. The outcome improves the current guidelines for design of 
monopiles and minimizes the risk of failure due to soil fatigue. 
The major contribution is a novel engineering methodology capable of incorporating effects of 
continuous or random two-way cyclic loading on the response of monopiles in a simple 
manner. The basis for the method is supported by results of 1-g laboratory tests in which a 
stiff pile, installed in sand, was subjected to 10-10000 cycles of varying amplitude and mean 
load. The tests were conducted at a scale of 1:50 of a typical monopile. A complete non-
dimensional framework for stiff piles in sand was derived and applied to interpret the test 
results. 
The tests results showed that the accumulated rotation of monopiles is largely affected by the 
characteristics of the applied cyclic load. Thus, parameters characterizing the load, other than 
maximum load levels, are required for accurate predictions. A very significant result was that 
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the most onerous loading condition was found to be between one-way and two-way loading. 
Also, the results showed that cyclic loading always increases the pile stiffness and the increase 
is independent of relative density. This contrasts with the current methodology of degrading 
static  curves to account for cyclic loading. 
The methodology proposed for prediction of the accumulated rotation of an offshore wind 
turbine monopile in response to random two-way loading is based on the following 6 
assumptions, which are supported by laboratory tests: 
• The accumulation of pile rotation under continuous cyclic loading increases with a 
power to the number of load cycles. 
• The order of cyclic loading is irrelevant, thus, any load series may be rearranged into a 
convenient series of cyclic loading. 
• Load cycles can be superposed according to a relationship similar to Miner's rule. 
• Reversed load cycles can be accounted for by subtraction. 
• A rainflow-counting method can be used to decompose a time series of varying loads 
into a set of load reversals. 
The derived method was applied to predict the long-term response of a typical full-scale 
monopile. The results suggest that considerations of accumulated rotation may be a primary 
design driver and the largest load cycles, though very few, have a much higher impact on the 
accumulated rotation than 10  cycles at the fatigue limit state. 
The research work presented provides preliminary guidelines which give a strong basis for 
further research. Of particular interest is the scalability of the results to full-scale monopiles. 
Therefore, future work should include field trials of monopiles in sand. Laboratory tests, when 
interpreted carefully in terms of properly chosen, dimensionless variables, may be used 
successfully for the design of full-scale structures. However, the proposed method for 
predicting accumulated rotation relies on one dimensionless parameter and two 
dimensionless functions, empirically determined from laboratory tests, to which no scaling 
laws are applied. It should be borne in mind that the proposed scaling relationships for 
stiffness and capacity values, in absolute terms, differ by several orders of magnitude. Thus, 
direct application of the proposed methodology requires a high degree of confidence in the 
applied (or lack of) scaling laws. In this context, field testing of almost real sized monopiles, 
for example, with a diameter of 1 m, in a controlled loading environment will provide very 
important information. Laboratory tests may be conducted to mimic field trials of monopiles 
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and scaling laws may be developed to allow laboratory tests and field trials of monopiles in 
sand to be compared in terms of stiffness, capacity and accumulated rotation. If the 
agreement between laboratory and field results is highly satisfactory, these comparisons will 
give confidence to the use of the scaling laws for design of full-scale monopiles.  
Further research should also investigate piles installed in very dense and saturated sand, the 
effect of altering pile dimensions, and the response of piles to multi-directional loading.  
4.2 Modelling of advanced geotechnical problems 
A widely applicable numerical design tool for support structures, capable simulating effects of 
cyclic loading, was developed on the basis of the commercial finite difference code FLAC3D - 
a tool which can be used to benchmark and improve current design guidelines, as well as 
address the risk of failure due to cyclic liquefaction/mobility of soils in response to cyclic 
loading originating from an offshore wind turbine. The major contribution is information on 
the derivation, integration and implementation of an advanced plasticity model for granular 
material capable of simulating effects of cyclic loading and a thoroughly tested user-defined 
sub-routine for FLAC3D.  
An advanced plasticity model, similar to the model proposed by Manzari & Dafalias (1997), 
was presented and special emphasis was made to outline the physical interpretation of the 
model, especially the important role of the state parameter which is used to define the peak 
shear strength of sands, as well as the point of transition from compactive to dilative 
behaviour. A multi-axial surface formulation, based on a versatile shape function,  was 
introduced and adopted to prescribe a family of smooth and convex contours in the -plane. A 
fast and accurate time-stepping integration scheme, based on the general return mapping 
method suitable for an explicit global solver, was implemented and tested. The integration 
scheme was found to have convergence problems at low mean effective stress levels. The 
convergence problems were addressed by adopting a suitable implementation strategy to 
ensure stability and robustness. The performance of the integration scheme was tested and 
appropriate tolerance criteria were suggested to obtain sufficient efficiency, stability and 
accuracy. The plasticity model was implemented and thoroughly tested in FLAC3D and was 
proven capable of accurately simulating triaxial test data of silt sediments from the North Sea 
(LeBlanc & Randolph, 2008). 
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Future research work should address the calibration of the model. The model has several 
model parameters and it may be difficult to determine the optimal parameters during model 
calibration. Therefore, suitable calibration strategies must be developed to ease the calibration 
process. Furthermore, the model should be calibrated to a wide range of soils, in order to a) 
prove the simulation capabilities of the model, and b) gain experience with representative 
values of model parameters. In addition, research should include general application of the 
plasticity model to analyse complex problems relating to soil-structure interaction. 
4.3 Interpretation of piezocones in silt 
A novel methodology for interpretation of piezocone data in silt sediments was established in 
order to assess the risk of cyclic liquefaction/mobility developing in silt layers in response to 
the cyclic loading of an offshore wind turbine.  
The major contribution is the establishment of a numerical methodology capable of 
generating a site-specific correlation between triaxial test data and the in-situ state of silt 
sediments. The method addresses problems of deriving soil parameters on the basis of 
piezocone tests and triaxial tests of intact, but possibly disturbed, soil samples.  
The method partly accounts for the complex deformation of the soil around the cone during 
penetration and includes effects of drainage conditions in saturated soil. The process of 
piezocone penetration was modelled in FLAC3D as a cylindrical cavity expanding in a 
saturated two-phase soil, under the assumption of axial symmetry conditions to generate a 
correlation between the in-situ state parameter and two piezocone parameters; the corrected 
cone tip resistance and the dynamic pore pressure measured at the cone shoulder. The in-situ 
state of silt was expressed in terms of the state parameter which, in conjunction with the 
critical state line, provides a precise definition for the state of silt.  
The proposed methodology was successfully applied in a case study of silt sediments 
originating from the North Sea, at a location where one piezocone test and one vibro-core 
sampling test had been performed. The results suggested the seemingly contradictory 
evidence of low cone resistance and high triaxial shear strength could be explained readily. 
The low cone resistance was a derived effect of the silt having a large slope of the critical state 
line, resulting in rather weak and compressible behaviour at high mean effective stresses. 
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Further research should address verification and benchmarking of the proposed method, using 
sets of related piezocone and triaxial test results. For example, the model may be calibrated to 
undisturbed triaxial test results, and then used to predict the piezocone parameters. 
Thereafter, the model prediction may be benchmarked against measured piezocone 
parameters. Correct interpretation of piezocones in silt sediments remains a partly unresolved 
issue when intact silt samples are unavailable. 
4.4 Buckling loads of bucket foundations 
Guidelines for design of bucket foundations against structural buckling were developed on the 
basis of advanced numerical methods and observations from full-scale structures. The 
outcomes of the research work extend the current design guidelines and may be used to 
minimize the risk of failure during suction installation of future bucket foundations. If 
installation risks are handled successfully, the bucket foundation can be put into use as a 
novel and innovative support structure.   
The major contributions are novel design guidelines for predicting the buckling pressure of 
bucket foundations during suction installation in sand. The hydrostatic buckling pressures of 
large diameter bucket foundations installed in sand were analysed using three-dimensional, 
non-linear finite element analyses, while accounting for material plasticity, geometric 
imperfections, residual stresses, embedment depth and derived effects of adding suction, such 
as the presence of hydraulic gradients in the soil. Theoretical expressions and current 
standards for evaluating buckling loads were benchmarked and design guidance was given for 
future bucket foundations. The results and conclusions presented were successfully used to 
design the first bucket foundation, the Mobile Met Mast, which was installed offshore in 
Denmark, 2009. 
The main conclusions are summarized below:  
• The recommendations by DNV (2002) appear to provide a conservative estimate of the 
hydrostatic buckling pressure, if the geometric skirt imperfections are less than thrice 
the wall thickness. 
• The severity of realistic imperfections can be significantly less than the severity of 
imperfections generated from an eigenmode analysis. Thus, it may be appropriate to 
measure the as-built imperfections and perform refined numerical buckling analyses. 
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• It is recommended that the number and position of weldings be considered in the 
design phase in order to avoid geometric imperfections which are close to the 
deformation pattern of the eigenmode imperfections.   
• Residual stresses, one third of the yield stress, were found to reduce the buckling 
pressure by approximately 10%.   
• It is recommended that the skirt support from the lid of the bucket foundation is 
assumed pinned unless refined analyses, incorporating the actual lid geometry, are 
performed. A clamped lid support increased the buckling pressure by approximately 
10%. 
• The lateral support provided to an embedded skirt by sand is significant in respect to 
structural buckling. The degree of skirt fixation may conveniently be expressed in 
terms of the equivalent pinned embedment depth which depends on the bucket 
properties, the sand properties, the embedment depth and the degree of applied 
suction. Appropriate values of the equivalent pinned embedment depth were 
determined numerically and observations from a bucket foundation in Wilhelmshaven, 
which failed due to buckling, confirmed the numerical findings.  
• The equivalent pinned penetration depth is a function of the applied suction. The 
effect of adding suction increased the equivalent pinned penetration depth by up to 
0.4 m. 
• A simple calculation method for designing a bucket foundation against hydrostatic 
buckling during suction installation is proposed.  
The research work addressed shortcomings of the current standards. Preliminary guidelines 
are presented which may be adopted to reduce the risk of buckling failure during installation 
of future bucket foundations. The validity of the presented guidelines is limited to bucket 
foundations with dimensions comparable to those used in the numerical analyses. Further 
research should aim at developing design guidelines which are valid for arbitrary bucket 
dimensions and attempt to verify the main conclusions by physical testing. Horizontal loading 
of the bucket skirt may arise from waves, currents or the installation vessel, thus, future 
research should also aim at investigating the effect of horizontal loading on the hydrostatic 
buckling pressure. 
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4.5 Concluding remarks 
The research work presented in this Ph.D. thesis was targeted to improve the design of 
offshore wind turbine support structures. Important topics, all relating to the field of 
geotechnical engineering, were selected and investigated, using numerical methods and/or 
physical testing in order to a) assess risks of failure, b) improve the current design guidelines, 
and c) enable the use of innovative support structure concepts. The outcomes of each of the 
four research topics contribute, either directly or indirectly to reducing the risks and costs 
associated with future support structures. The research work focused on the monopile, the 
most common support structure concept, and the bucket foundation, a novel and innovative 
support structure concept. Overall, the outcomes of the research work enable low-cost and 
low-risk support structures to be put into use and are therefore an important contribution to 
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The driven monopile is currently the preferred foundation type for most offshore wind 
farms. Whilst static capacity of the monopile is important, a safe design must also address 
issues of accumulated rotation and changes in stiffness after long-term cyclic loading. Design 
guidance on this issue is limited. To address this, a series of laboratory tests were conducted 
where a stiff pile in drained sand was subjected to between 8000 and 60000 cycles of combined 
moment and horizontal loading. A typical design for an offshore wind turbine monopile was 
used as a basis for the study, to ensure that pile dimensions and loading ranges were realistic. A 
complete non-dimensional framework for stiff piles in sand is presented and applied to interpret 
the test results. The accumulated rotation was found to be dependent on relative density and 
was strongly affected by the characteristics of the applied cyclic load. Particular loading 
characteristics were found to cause a significant increase in the accummulated rotation. The pile 
stiffness increased with number of cycles, which contrasts with the current methodology where 
static load-displacement curves are degraded to account for cyclic loading. Methods are 
presented to predict the change in stiffness and the accumulated rotation of a stiff pile due to 
long-term cyclic loading. The use of the methods developed is demonstrated for a typical 





 Wind power currently offers a very competitive source of renewable energy, and 
therefore the market for onshore and offshore windfarms is projected to expand rapidly within 
the next decade. There are strong political and industrial forces, especially in northern Europe, 
supporting the development of offshore wind power to reduce reliance on fossil fuels and 
control greenhouse gas emissions. 
There are several foundation concepts for offshore wind farms. The cost-effectiveness 
of a particular concept depends to a large extent on the site conditions. Most current 
foundations are ‘monopiles’, which are stiff piles with large diameters, driven 20 m to 30 m into 
the seabed. Recently installed monopiles have diameters in the range of 4 m to 6 m and a 
length/diameter ratio of approximately 5. Fig. 1 illustrates the proportions of a typical offshore 
wind turbine on a monopile foundation. 
The design of monopiles relies on standards and empirical data originating from the 
offshore oil and gas sector. However, the loading of an offshore wind turbine is very different in 
both magnitude and character to oil and gas installations. It is characteristic for offshore wind 
turbines that the sub-structure will be subjected to strong cyclic loading, originating from the 
wind and wave loads. This occurs not only during extreme conditions but also during 
serviceability conditions. This can lead to accumulated rotation of the wind turbine tower, 
adversely affecting its ultimate strength or fatigue life. The long-term movements of the 
foundation may significantly impact all parts of the wind turbine, including the support 
structure, machine components and blades. Therefore, it is of great importance to investigate 
the effects of cyclic loading. 
The primary design drivers for offshore wind turbine foundations are those of 
deformation and stiffness rather than ultimate capacity. Modern offshore wind turbines are 
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designed as “soft-stiff” -structures, meaning that the 1st natural frequency is in the range 
between the excitation frequency bands, 1P and 3P, in order to avoid resonances. 1P and 3P 
denote the frequency bands of the rotor rotation and the blade passing, typically in the range of 
0.3 Hz and 1 Hz, respectively. Long-term cyclic loading of the foundation is likely to change 
the stiffness of the surrounding soil and therefore the interaction of the foundation and the soil, 
due to accumulation of irreversible deformations. Any significant change in stiffness may result 
in interference between the 1st natural frequency and the excitation frequencies, 1P or 3P, 
which would be highly problematic. Thus, it is important to assess the concepts of stiffness 
and/or strength changes during long-term cyclic loading. 
The performance of monopiles subjected to long-term cyclic loading must therefore be 
addressed to achieve a safe design of an offshore wind turbine. Although many useful methods 
have been proposed to predict the response of piles to lateral cyclic loading, methods predicting 
the accumulated rotation and resulting stiffness due to long-term cyclic loading are limited. 
This paper explores the load-displacement behaviour of stiff monopiles in sand subjected to 
long-term cyclic loading. The objective is to provide information for the development of a 
conceptual model capable of predicting the response of monopiles to this loading. 
Laboratory tests were conducted to simulate a driven monopile in drained conditions 
subjected to 8000-60000 load cycles of combined moment and horizontal loading. In 
comparison, a typical offshore wind turbine is designed for a fatigue load with 10  cycles. The 
laboratory tests were carried out on the laboratory floor, with due consideration of issues of 
scaling of the results. The main advantage of performing the experiments at 1  was the 
capability to apply up to 60000 load cycles in a realistic timeframe whilst maintaining high 
quality displacement measurements. It was possible to isolate the testing rig from the effect of 
external vibrations, so that the displacements of the pile measured were solely related to the 
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applied loading conditions. 
CURRENT METHODOLOGY 
Piles are widely used for various structures such as bridges, high-rise structures and 
offshore oil and gas installations. The interactions between soil and laterally loaded piles are 
typically accounted for by use of -  curves, originally introduced by Reese and Matlock 
(1956) and McClelland and Focht (1958). The -  curves adopt the Winkler approach by 
uncoupling the response of various layers in the soil and can therefore easily include effects of 
non-linearity, soil layering and other soil properties. A -  curve defines the relationship  
between the soil resistance  arising from the non-uniform stress field surrounding the pile 
mobilised in response to the lateral pile displacement , at any point along the pile. 
Implementation of - -curves requires a numerical procedure to solve the fourth-order 
differential equation for beam bending with appropriate boundary conditions 
 0 , 0;  (1) 
in which  and  denote the elastic modulus and second moment of area of a pile, 
respectively. 
The -  curves have evolved primarily from research in the oil and gas industry, as the 
demand for large pile-supported offshore structures increased during the 1970s and 1980s. 
Research has included testing of full-sized piles in sand under both static and cyclic loading 
conditions. An overview of the important tests and results are given by Reese and Impe (2001). 
The -  curves for piles in sand described by Reese et al. (1974) and O’Neill and Murchison 
(1983) lead to recommendations in the standards (DNV 1977; API 1993) for oil and gas 
installations. In 2004, these recommendations were adopted in the standard “Design of 
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Offshore Wind Turbine Structures” (DNV 2004) which represents the current state-of-the-art 
for design of monopiles in the offshore wind industry. 
The method adopted in the standards uses a procedure to construct non-linear -  
curves for monopiles in sand subjected to cyclic loading as a function of the static ultimate 
lateral resistance  
 tanh 0.9 for cyclic loading (2) 
in which  is an adjustment parameter to account for the relative density of the sand. This 
method was originally developed by O’Neill and Muchison (1983) and has some theoretical 
basis. However, it relies to a high degree on empiricism, using data obtained primarily from two 
full-scale load tests reported by Cox et al. (1974). These tests were conducted using two slender 
piles, with diameter 0.61 m and length 21 m. The piles were subjected to static and cyclic 
lateral load. To assess the validity of the method, systematic studies were conducted by 
Murchison and O’Neill (1984) which proved the method to be superior to other methods. 
However, the validity of the method relies on very few tests on relatively flexible driven steel 
piles subjected to cyclic loading. 
Shortcomings of current methodology 
The current design methodology, based on -  curves, has gained broad recognition 
due to the low failure rate of piles over several decades. However, when applied to offshore 
wind turbine foundations the design methodology is being used outside its verified range and 
several design issues are not properly taken into account. 
Firstly, current standards rely on methods built upon empirical data obtained from long, slender 
and flexible piles. When scaling to large diameter piles, a distinction must be made between a 
pile that behaves in an almost rigid fashion to one that is relatively flexible, since this affects the 
soil-pile behaviour (Briaud et al. 1984). A rigid pile rotates without flexing significantly and 
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develops a “toe-kick” under moment and lateral loading. Criteria for rigid or flexible behaviour 
have been proposed by various researchers, for example Dobry et al. (1982), Budhu and Davies 
(1987) and Carter and Kulhawy (1988). The range of transition from flexible to rigid pile 
behavior may, according to Poulos and Hull (1989), be evaluated by 
 4.8 388.6 (3) 
in which  denotes the elastic modulus of the soil. A typical monopile has a diameter 
of 4 m, wall thickness of 0.05 0.07 m and penetration depth of 18 m. According to (3), the 
transition from rigid to flexible pile behavior occurs in the range from 14 MPa  to 
1121 MPa. Thus, for most sands encountered the monopile behavior tends toward the 
rigid case.  
Secondly, the recommended -  curves for cyclic loading are designed primarily for 
evaluation of the ultimate lateral capacity. Important design issues, such as accumulated 
rotation and stiffness changes due to long-term cyclic loading, are poorly accounted for. 
Long-term cyclic loading is likely to densify, or in some circumstances possibly loosen, the 
surrounding soil, resulting in changes to the stiffness of the foundation. Additionally, an 
accumulated rotation during the lifetime of an offshore wind turbine is expected, since the 
cyclic loading often occurs from one direction. The current design methodology is not capable 
of predicting either effects of soil densification or long-term movements of the monopile. 
Finally, the current methodology accounts for cyclic loading in an incomplete manner. 
Repetitive lateral load tests on two offshore piers in Tampa Bay, reported by Long and 
Vanneste (1994), showed much greater displacements than predicted using the -  curves 
proposed by Reese et al. (1974). The reason for this discrepancy, according to Long and 
Vanneste (1994), is that the cyclic -  curves do not account for such factors as installation 





The inadequacy of current methodology for predicting the cyclic loading response of 
piles means that new models, incorporating factors affecting the cyclic behaviour, must be 
developed. Results from 34 full-scale cyclic lateral load tests of piles in sand were collected by 
Long and Vanneste (1994) to identify those factors affecting the cyclic behaviour. These 
included soil density, pile type, installation method and most importantly the characteristics of 
the cyclic load. Long and Vanneste (1994) adopted a method, originally introduced by Little 
and Briaud (1988), to account for cyclic loading. The method is based on the deterioration of 
static -  curves, which is taken into account by reducing the static soil reaction modulus 
according to 
  (4) 
in which  and  denote the soil reaction modulus on the first and 'th load cycle, 
respectively.  is an empirically determined degradation parameter which depends on the 
installation method, soil density and load characteristics. 
By investigating a subset of the full-scale tests, Lin and Liao (1999) proposed that the 
accumulated displacement of piles can be predicted by 
 ln  (5) 
in which  and  denote the pile head deflection in the first and 'th load cycle, 
respectively.  is an empirical degradation parameter, similar to , depending on the 
installation method, soil density and load characteristics. 
The methods proposed by Long and Vanneste (1994) and Lin and Liao (1999) provide 
simple means for predicting the effects of cyclic loading. However, the determination of the 
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empirical degradation parameters relies on a small number of tests carried out on long, flexible 
piles subjected to fewer than 50 cycles of loading. Further investigations are needed to verify 
the form of the models and to extend them for use in predicting the long term behaviour of stiff, 
driven piles. Other investigations include small-scale tests on stiff piles subjected to 10000 
cycles as reported by Peng et al. (2006). However, only a few tests are reported and the data 
interpretation is limited. A more theoretical approach is given by Lesny and Hinz (2007), who 
attempt to predict accumulated displacements using data from cyclic triaxial tests and a finite 
element model incorporating Miner's law. The method is theoretical and still requires validation 
against experimental data. 
DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS FOR SCALING OF LABORATORY TESTS 
The basis of this paper is a set of laboratory floor experiments on stiff monopiles in 
sand. Results from laboratory tests of foundations in sand must be carefully scaled to predict the 
behaviour of a full-scale structure. As is well recognised for structures on sand, the loading 
response is governed by the frictional behaviour of the sand, which in turn is governed by the 
isotropic stress level. In the laboratory the isotropic stress level controlling the test behaviour is 
low, resulting in higher friction angles but lower shear stiffnesses, in comparison to a full-scale 
test. These issues of scaling can be addressed by choosing appropriate scaling methods, as 
presented in the following. 
To ensure that the peak friction angle in a laboratory test corresponds to the value in a 
full-scale test, the soil sample is prepared at a lower relative density. This is straightforward, but 
the issues of stiffness are more complex. An attempt to account for the influence of isotropic 
stress level is made by expressing the shear modulus, , as 
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  (6) 
in which  is the atmospheric pressure,  is a dimensionless constant, , is an appropriate 
effective vertical stress and  is the pressure exponent (Kelly et al. 2006). Evaluation of the 
shear modulus using equation (6) requires the determination of a representative vertical 
effective stress, . The vertical effective stress around a pile varies with depth. Thus, an 
appropriate choice is to use the vertical stress at a depth  below the seabed 
  (7) 
in which  is the effective unit weight and  is a dimensionless constant. The pressure 
exponent in equation (6) is reported to vary from 0.435, at very small strains, to 0.765, at very 
large strains (Wroth et al. 1979). The shear strain range of greatest interest is likely to fall in the 
range 10  to 10  (Simpson 2002). In this range  is reported to be around 0.75 for sands 
(Park and Tatsuoka 1994; Porovic and Jardine 1994). However, a value of 0.5 may capture 
most of the important features of increased shear stiffness with pressure (Wroth and Houlsby 
1985). This is confirmed by Kelly et al. (2006) who successfully adopted a value of 0.5 to 
compare results of laboratory and full-scale tests of suction caisson foundations. 
For the case of a monopile subjected to a horizontal load  and moment  at the 
seabed, the resulting lateral displacement  and rotation  can be obtained from an elastic 
stiffness relation, expressed as 
   /  (8) 
in which . . .  are dimensionless constants. To obtain the moment-rotation relationship,  




The issue of scaling is addressed by incorporating equation (6) and equation (7) in 
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in which  is the non-dimensional stiffness and  and  are the non-dimensional values of 
moment and rotation, respectively. The non-dimensional moment/force ratio arising in  will 
be denoted ̃ / , called the non-dimensional load eccentricity. This suggests that a 
satisfactory comparison between tests can be obtained by plotting  against  while ̃ and 
other parameters influencing  are kept constant. 
Several other parameters may influence the -  relationship. These can be understood 
by investigating the static moment resistance of a monopile. Consider the idealised horizontal 
stress distribution, in the ultimate lateral limit state, along a stiff pile in sand as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. The resulting distributed horizontal load along the pile is determined by 
, in which  is a factor depending on the friction angle, see for example (Broms 1964) 
and  is the depth of the pivot point. The pile toe is assumed to shear at the critical state friction 
angle . Thus, the shear resistance at the bottom of the pile is governed by the vertical 
effective force arising from the overburden sand /4  plus a contribution arising from 
the structure , in which  equal to the gravity force acting on the structure and  is a 
dimensionless constant between 0 and 1. On the basis of these assumptions, the equations of 
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where  is introduced for simplicity. This relation can be rearranged to obtain an expression 













introducing the pile aspect ratio  and the non-dimensional vertical and horizontal load,  and 
, respectively. The non-dimensional horizontal load  can be replaced by / ̃. Thus, 
it follows from equation (15) and (16) that the static moment capacity, in terms of , is 
uniquely determined by the non-dimensional parameters , ̃ and . This suggests that the 
non-dimensional moment-rotation relationship in equation (10) could be written as 
 , ̃ ,  (17) 
Thus, a satisfactory comparison of both stiffness and strength, between laboratory and 
full-scale tests, is likely to be obtained by plotting  against , while keeping , ̃ and  
constant. This scaling law derived for monotonic loading is also assumed to cover the cyclic 
response of stiff piles in sand. The non-dimensional parameters are listed in Table 1. 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
A simple and efficient mechanical load rig is used to apply loads to the pile. The rig was 
originally developed by Rovere (2004) for testing of caisson foundations. The rig consists of a 
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550x600x600 mm container for sand, a steel frame with pulleys, three weight-hangers and a 
lever with a driving motor, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The lever is attached to the steel frame 
through a pivot and carries a motor, which rotates a mass  to cause cyclic loading. The 
motor is a geared single-phase AC motor rotating at a frequency of 0.106 Hz. The pulley ropes 
are 3 mm low-stretch spectral ropes. 
The load rig is a simple static system. Initially, when 0, the weight of the 
mass  is chosen to balance any force acting on the lever. Thus, assuming that Θ /2, as 
is the case for minor lever deflections, any sinusoidal load in the form sin  
can be applied to the pile by appropriately choosing / /  and 
/ / . Since 0, it follows that  or  must fulfil the condition /
/ . The load rig is very stable and can accurately provide a sinusoidal loading for more than 
1,000,000 cycles. 
The experiments were conducted using unsaturated yellow Leighton Buzzard silica 
sand. The characteristics of the sand are summarised in Table 2 and further information is given 
by Schnaid (1990). 
The container for the sand was carefully filled by pouring sand from a low drop height 
to achieve a very loose state. A denser state was also obtained using a hammer drill to vibrate 
the bottom plate of the sand container. 
The tests were conducted using a stiff copper pile. The outer dimensions of the pile are 
scaled to approximately 1:50, in relation to a typical monopile. The pile properties are listed in 
Table 3. The pile was driven into the sand by gentle driving with a plastic hammer from a fixed 
drop height. The number of strokes needed to reach the final penetration depth varied from 
460 20 to 740 30 for loose and medium dense sand, respectively. The monopile was 
fixed horizontally during installation using side supports. Horizontal deflections were 
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measured by two dial gauges. The load rig is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
TEST PROGRAMME 
 The test programme was designed to investigate the response of the pile and its 
dependency on the relative density of the sand and the characteristics of the applied cyclic load.  
The average relative densities were 4% and 38%, corresponding to a 
loose and a medium-dense state, respectively. A relationship between effective stress, relative 
density and peak friction angle for Yellow Buzzard Sand is given by Schnaid (1990) and is used 
to compare peak friction angles between the laboratory tests and a full-scale monopile. For the 
calculation it is assumed that a representative effective stress can be taken at 0.8  beneath the 
seabed. Fig. 5 illustrates that the peak friction angles used in the laboratory were estimated as 
35  and 43 , which equate to field conditions of 8% and 75%, corresponding to 
a loose and a dense state, respectively. 
The characteristics of the applied cyclic load must be uniquely defined. In the 
following, load levels are referred to in terms of the applied moment . The corresponding 
horizontal force follows from / . Two independent parameters are defined to 
characterise the applied sinusoidal loading 
  (18) 
in which  refers to the static moment capacity of the pile and  and  are the 
minimum and maximum in a load cycle. The ratio  is a measure of the size of the cyclic 
loading, normalised with respect to the static moment capacity. It follows that 0 1. The 
ratio 1; 1  quantifies the characteristics of the cyclic load and takes the value 1 for a 
static test, 0 for one-way loading and 1 for two-way loading. A visual interpretation of the 
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load ratios is given in Fig. 6. 
Initially, static load tests were performed to determine the static moment capacity in 
terms of , as shown in Fig. 7. From the moment-rotation curves, is not possible to identify a 
distinct point of failure. Thus, failure is defined by 4 0.0698rad. The moment-rotation 
curves in Fig. 7 are for convenience fitted by 0.038 / .  and 
0.042 / .  for 4%  and 38% , respectively, valid in the range 
0.25 0.50 . 
It is important to select appropriate values of  so that the experiments reflect realistic 
loading conditions. Typical design loads for an offshore wind turbine are shown in Table 4. The 
limit state ULS refers to the ultimate load-carrying capacity and ULS/1.35 to the worst expected 
transient load. SLS and FLS are the serviceability and fatigue limit states occurring 10  and 
10  times during the lifetime of the wind turbine, respectively. Further information is given by 
DNV (2004). 
The design loads are compared to the laboratory loading, in terms of non-dimensional 
parameters  and , by scaling the design loads such that ULS coincides with the static 
moment capacity of the laboratory pile. Fig. 8 shows this static capacity, determined from 
equation (15), compared to the capacities determined from five static load tests in loose sand, 
conducted at different values of ̃. Also shown on the figure are ranges of  for ̃ 1.19. 
The comparison suggests that 30% 50% is the range of primary interest for piles with 
designs governed by the ULS. 
The value of  is expected to vary between 0.5 and 1 since the response of a wind 
turbine is governed by large aerodynamical damping, resulting in one-way cycling rather than 
two-way cycling. For completeness  was investigated in the full range from 1 to 1. The 




The results of the laboratory tests are investigated by plotting the angular rotation of the 
pile  in response to the applied moment  for both static and cyclic tests. The method for 
data extraction is outlined in Fig. 9. The gathered data provides information on both stiffness 
and accumulated rotation as functions of , the number of load cycles. The evolution of the 




which expresses the magnitude of the rotation Δ  caused by cyclic loading in terms of the 
rotation  that would occur in a static test when the load is equivalent to the maximum cyclic 
load (as defined by ). The non-dimensional stiffness  is obtained substituting 
measured values of /  (see Fig. 9) into equation (10), which is rearranged to give 
 /  (20) 
 
Accumulated displacements 
 The method proposed by Lin and Liao (1999) suggests that accumulated rotation is 
proportional to ln . This approach was investigated by plotting Δ /  as a function of 
ln . A good fit was obtained for 100 , but extrapolation beyond 500 
underestimated the accumulated rotation. A better fit was found if the accumulated rotation was 
modelled as increasing exponentially with  rather than logarithmically, as is in agreement 
with the method proposed by Little and Briaud (1988) and Long and Vanneste (1994). The 
exponential behaviour appears as straight lines in double logarithmic axes, as shown on Fig. 10. 
The results for one-way loading, plotted in Fig. 10a and 10b, show a very good fit with 
an exponential expression. The results include approximately 10  load cycles whereas the 
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fatigue limit state is governed by 10  load cycles. The closeness of fit up to 10  cycles 
indicates that, in the absence of further experimental data, it might be reasonable to extrapolate 
to 10 . Further data are, of course, required to confirm this hypothesis. 
The results obtained by varying , plotted in Fig. 10c and 10d, exhibit a more volatile 
behaviour, particularly for 0. However, the trend in the data also follows the exponential 
behaviour shown in the one-way load tests. Based on these observations, it is proposed that 
displacements due to cyclic loading can be predicted by 
 
Δ
, .  (21) 
in which  and  are dimensionless functions, depending on the load characteristics and 
relative density. The function  is defined such that 0 1. The expression in 
equation (21) was fitted to the data in Fig. 10 (the dotted lines) to empirically determine values 
 and . These values are plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of  and . The behaviour of the 
functions ,  and  is clearly apparent, and curves were easily fitted. Generally, 
the loose sand results in low values of  as compared to the denser sand. The value of  is 
found to be independent of relative density. 
The -curve in Fig. 11 shows a remarkable result. Clearly, when 1, then  must 
be zero since no accumulated displacement will occur under static load. Also, when 1, 
then it is expected that  will be zero since the force applied is equal in both directions. The 
maximum one-way load is obtained when 0 and intuitively it seems reasonable to expect 
that this loading will cause the largest accumulated rotation. This assumption is commonly 
accepted and the majority of lateral load tests reported in the literature are conducted at 0 
and some at 1. However, the results presented here clearly illustrate that loading with 
0.6 causes an accumulated rotation which is more than 4 times larger than for one-way 
loading, i.e. 0. The authors are not aware of similar observations in cyclic loading tests, 
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but clearly this result has profound implications for assessing the results of cycling. 
Variation of pile stiffness 
Interpretation of the stiffness results involves a greater scatter of the data. This is partly 
because the measurement of secant stiffness in a cycle involves differences of small 
displacements. Plotting  as a function of ln  indicates that the stiffness evolves 
approximately logarithmically with cycle number, as shown in Fig. 12. This suggests that the 
evolution of stiffness can be approximated by  
 ln  (22) 
where  is a dimensionless constant. It is observed from Fig. 12 that all slopes are almost 
equal. This suggests that  is independent of both relative density and load characteristics 
within the observed range. The expression in equation (22) was fitted to the data in Fig. 12 (the 
dotted lines) using the value 8.02 and values of  were determined from the point of 
intersection with the -axis where 1. The empirically determined values of  can be 
expressed by  
  (23) 
in which  and  are dimensionless functions, depending on the load characteristics and 
relative density. The function  is defined such that 0 1 . The empirically 
determined values of  and  as functions of  and , respectively, are illustrated in Fig. 
13. The behaviour of the functions  and  was easily determined and curves 
fitted. It is not possible to make a clear distinction between the results for 4% and 
38%. This indicates that values of stiffness are somewhat independent of the relative 
density, at least for the low to medium densities tested. However, this is unlikely to hold for 
100% since no increase in stiffness is expected for sand in its densest state. 
The most important outcome of the results is that stiffness always tends to increase. This 
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observation opposes the current methodology of degrading static  curves to account for 
cyclic loading. 
Example 
An example is given to demonstrate the use of the proposed methods. Consider a stiff 
monopile, 18 m and 4 m, driven into sand with a friction angle of 35 . The task is 
to determine the increase in stiffness and accumulated rotation due to 10  load cycles 
characterised by 0.3 and 0.2. 
Initially, values of  and  must be determined. These can be calculated by various 
methods, for example using  curves, finite element models or alternatively, using the 
non-dimensional framework which has been presented here. The non-dimensional approach 
requires that the full-scale structure and laboratory pile have comparable values of ,  and ̃, 
as is the case in this example. The non-dimensional static rotation for 0.3  gives a 
non-dimensional moment of 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.18  at which point the 
non-dimensional rotation is 0.0023. The corresponding static rotation of the full-scale 
monopile follows from the definition of  which gives 0.0033 . The initial 
non-dimensional stiffness is determined from equation (23), by evaluating  and  from 
Fig. 13, to obtain 240 0.9 216. The non-dimensional stiffness can optionally be 
transformed to the absolute value of the full-scale stiffness using the relationship in equation 
(20). 
Given  and , it is possible to estimate the accumulated rotation and stiffness 
change due to long-term cyclic loading. Values of  and  are determined from Fig. 11 with 
the representative relative density chosen as 4% since the angle of friction is 35 . The 
resulting increase in stiffness follows from equation (22)  
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 8.02ln 10 345 60% (24) 
This result indicates that the stiffness can be expected to increase by approximately 60% 
during the lifetime of the wind turbine. The accumulated rotation follows from equation (21)  
 
Δ
0.047 1.5 10 . 10.4 Δ 0.0344 rad  2  (25) 
The accumulated rotation is estimated to be 2 degrees which is a value that would 
breach the tolerance criterion. It should be noted that the accumulated rotation is calculated on 
the basis of 10  load cycles, acting in the same direction. Less rotation must be expected, since 
the actual loading would be multi-directional. Of course, if  is in the range between 0.7 
and 0.4, then much higher rotation is predicted. 
If the monopile is more conservatively designed, say by using a static design capacity 
equal to 1.5 times ULS, then  will be approximately 0.2 . In this case, the predicted 
accumulated rotation and increase in stiffness are 0.27  and 42%, respectively. 
CONCLUSION 
A series of tests were conducted on small-scale driven piles subjected to long-term 
cyclic loading. A typical design of a monopile was adopted and used to quantify realistic pile 
dimensions and loading ranges. Furthermore, a complete non-dimensional framework for stiff 
piles in sand is presented and applied to interpret the test results. 
The accumulated rotation of a stiff pile is largely affected by the characteristics of the 
applied cyclic load. Thus, parameters characterizing the load, other than maximum load levels, 
are required for accurate predictions. For example, results for one-way loading were found to 
differ by a factor of four as compared to two-way loading. A very significant result was that the 
most onerous loading condition was found to be between one way and two way loading. A 
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method to predict the accumulated rotation during the lifetime of an offshore wind turbine 
foundation is presented. When applied, the method predicts that typical tolerances for 
accumulated rotation are breached if the foundation is designed so that the design capacity is 
equal to the ULS load. This suggests that considerations of accumulated rotation are the 
primary design driver. The proposed method does not account for multi-directional loading, 
which is likely to be less severe in terms of accumulated rotation, as compared to 
uni-directional loading. 
The tests showed that cyclic loading always increased the pile stiffness and the increase 
was found to be independent of relative density. This contrasts with the current methodology of 
degrading static  curves to account for cyclic loading. A method, based on the 
experimental work carried out, is presented to predict changes in stiffness due to long-term 
cyclic loading. 
The results in this paper lay out a basic framework to incorporate effects of cyclic 
loading in a simple manner. Further work should be carried out to investigate piles installed in 
very dense sand, the effect of altering pile dimensions and how a representative cyclic load is 
chosen. The effect of the loading frequency on the drained response of laterally loaded piles in 
sand is limited. However, due to the scale of field monopiles it is possible that the response in 
saturated sand may not be completely drained and further work on the effects of loading 
frequency will need to be undertaken. Finally, comparisons to full-scale measurements should 
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 The following symbols are used in this paper: 
, ,    dimensionless constants (-);  
   pile pivot point (m); 
   pile diameter (m);  
,    particle sizes (mm); 
   load eccentricity (m);  
   elastic modulus of the pile (Pa);  
   elastic modulus of the soil (Pa);  
, ,    load rig forces (N); 
   gravitational acceleration (m/s2); 
   shear modulus (Pa);  
   specific gravity (-);  
   horizontal load at seabed (N);  
   moment of inertia of the pile (m4);  
, ,    dimensionless parameters (-);  
   pile stiffness (Nm/rad);  
   pile stiffness in first cycle (Nm/rad);  
   pile stiffness in N'th cycle (Nm/rad);  
   Broms factor (-);  
,    dimensionless functions (-);  
, ,    load rig dimensions (m); 
   penetration depth of pile (m); 
, ,    load rig masses (kg); 
, ,    moment at seabed (Nm);  
   static moment resistance of pile (Nm);  
   number of load cycles (-);  




   effective isotropic stress (Pa);  
   relative density (%); 
   time (s); 
,    dimensionless functions (-);  
   gravity force acting on the structure (N);  
   horizontal deflection (m);  
   depth below seabed (m);  
   dimensionless parameter (-); 
,    dry unit weight (kN/m3); 
   effective unit weight (kN/m3);  
   rotational frequency (Hz); 
   angle of friction (  ) 
   critical state angle of friction ( ) 
  effective vertical stress (Pa);  
   pile rotation (rad);  
   pile rotation in first cycle (rad);  
   pile rotation in N'th cycle (rad);  
   static pile rotation (rad);  
,    load characteristic parameters (-); 
 
Note: "~ " is used above parameters when reference is made to their corresponding 





      
Moment loading:   /  
Vertical force:  /
Horizontal force:   /  
Rotation: degrees  /  
Load eccentricity:  ̃ /
Aspect ratio:  /
 




Particle sizes, / / / : mm   0.63/0.70/0.80/0.85  
Specific gravity, :   2.65  
Minimum dry unit weight, : kN/m3  14.65  
Maximum dry unit weight, : kN/m3 17.58  
Critical angle of friction, : degrees   34.3  
 
Table 2: Characteristics of yellow Leighton Buzzard Sand (Schnaid 1990) 




Pile diameter, : mm   80.0 
Wall thickness: mm   2.0 
Penetration depth, : mm   360.0 
Load eccentricity, : mm   430.0 
Pile weight, : N   35.0 
 
Table 3: Properties of the copper monopile 





 - (MNm) (MN) (MN) 
ULS 1 95 4.6 5.0 
ULS/1.35 1 70 3.4 5.0 
SLS 10 45 2.0 5.0 
FLS 10 28 1.4 5.0 
 
Table 4: Typical design loads for a 2MW turbine 




No. Type ̃  
1 Static 0.10 4% 35 - - - 
2 Static 0.42 4% 35  - - - 
3 Static 0.78 4% 35  - - - 
4 Static 1.19 4% 35  - - - 
5 Static 3.33 4% 35 - - - 
6 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35 0.20 0 8200 
7 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35  0.27 0 18200 
8 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35  0.34 0 8400 
9 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35  0.40 0 17700 
10 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35 0.53 0 8600 
11 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35 0.40 -0.98 8510 
12 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35 0.40 -0.67 7400 
13 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35  0.40 -0.33 8800 
14 Cyclic 1.19 4% 35  0.40 0.33 65370 
15 Static 1.19 38% 43 - - - 
16 Cyclic 1.19 38% 43 0.27 0 8090 
17 Cyclic 1.19 38% 43 0.40 0 7423 
18 Cyclic 1.19 38% 43  0.52 0 17532 
19 Cyclic 1.19 38% 43  0.40 -0.50 9003 
20 Cyclic 1.19 38% 43 0.40 -0.80 9814 
21 Cyclic 1.19 38% 43 0.40 0.50 9862 
   




















Figure 2: Horizontal stress distribution in the ultimate limit state  
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Figure 3: Mechanical load rig used to investigate the response of stiff piles  

























Figure 4: Experimental setup: a) Mechanical load rig. b) Side supports used during 
installation. c) Installed pile with two dial gauges measuring horizontal deflections.  





Figure 5: Friction angles of yellow Leighton Buzzard Sand as function of  
the effective isotropic stress  and relative density  
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Figure 6: The characteristics of cyclic loading defined in terms of  and  
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Figure 7: Moment capacity determined from static load tests for .  
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Figure 8: Cyclic loading ranges, in terms of , in relation to design loads  
of typical an offshore wind turbine 
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Figure 9: Method for determination of stiffness and accumulated rotation.  






















Figure 10: Measured displacements as a function , ,  and .  
The dotted lines are obtained using equation (21) 
  





































































Figure 11: Functions relating  and  to the relative density, , and  
the characteristics of the cyclic load in terms of  and  
  






























Figure 12: Measured stiffness as a function , ,  and .  
The dotted lines are obtained using equation (22) 
  


















































































Figure 13: Values of  and  as a function of the relative density, , and  
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A model for predicting the accumulated rotation of stiff piles under random two-way loading 
is presented. The model is based on a strain superposition rule similar to Miner's rule and 
uses rainflow-counting to decompose a random time-series of varying loads into a set of 
simple load reversals. The method is consistent with that proposed by LeBlanc et al. (2008) 
for predicting the response of piles to continuous long-term cyclic loading. The validity of 
the model is supported by 1-g laboratory tests where a stiff pile, installed in drained sand, is 
subjected to a series of 10-10000 load cycles with varying amplitude and mean load. Finally 
an example is given for an offshore wind turbine indicating that accumulated pile rotation 





Typical foundations for offshore windfarms are ‘monopiles’: large diameter (4 6 m) piles 
installed 15 30 m into the seabed. Fig. 1 shows a typical offshore wind turbine on a 
monopile foundation. Whilst the static lateral capacity of the monopile is important, a safe 
design must also consider accumulated rotation during the wind turbine lifetime. Design 
guidance on this issue is currently limited.  
 
Design of laterally loaded piles is usually based on the use of non-linear p-y curves as 
introduced by Reese and Matlock (1956) and McClelland and Focht (1958). For piles in sand 
the work by Reese et al. (1974) and O’Niell and Murchison (1983) led to DNV 
recommendations (2004) for design of monopiles, as typically used by the offshore wind 
industry. These recommendations are primarily based on two full-scale tests reported by Cox 
et al. (1974) and address the ultimate moment capacity of the pile. There is, however, limited 
design guidance for prediction of accumulated rotation under long-term variable-amplitude 
cyclic loading. 
 
Long and Vanneste (1994), using work by Little and Briaud (1988), accounted for cyclic 
loading of piles by reducing the static soil reaction modulus to degrade the static p-y curves. 
More recently LeBlanc et al. (2008) describe a method for predicting accumulated pile 
rotation in response to continuous long-term cyclic loading on the basis of 1-g laboratory 
tests. These simple methods estimate the effect of continuous cyclic loads on the piles, but 
methods considering random loading are limited. Stewart (1986) proposed a method to 
superpose strains in triaxial tests on the basis of damage in a similar way to Miner's rule 
(Miner, 1948).  Lin and Liao (1999) then adopted this concept of strain superposition to 
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predict the accumulated deflection of piles under variable-amplitude cyclic lateral loading. 
Their method assumes that strain accumulation evolves logarithmically with the number of 
cycles (N), which contrasts with the work of Little and Briaud (1988), Long and Vanneste 
(1994) and LeBlanc et al. (2008) where the accumulation of pile rotation increases as a 
power function of N. Lesny and Hinz (2007) provide a more theoretical approach, predicting 
accumulated pile rotation using data from cyclic triaxial tests and a finite element model 
incorporating Miner’s rule.  
 
This note describes a model for predicting accumulated pile rotation under random two-way 
lateral loading. The proposed method is based on Miner's rule and is consistent with that 
proposed by LeBlanc et al. (2008) for piles under continuous long-term cyclic loading. The 
basis for the model is supported by 1-g laboratory tests where a stiff pile, installed in sand, 
was subjected to 10-10000 cycles of varying amplitude and mean load. The tests were 
conducted at a scale of 1:50 of a typical monopile with properties shown in Table 1. A 
mechanical rig was used to apply loading, and horizontal pile deflections were measured at 
two levels using both dial gauges and displacement transducers. The experiments were 
conducted in unsaturated yellow Leighton Buzzard 14/25 sand in a loose ( 4%) or a 
medium-dense state ( 38%). LeBlanc et al. (2008) describe in detail the equipment and 
test procedures. 
 
2. Cyclic Loading of Piles 
(a) Continuous Cyclic Loading 
Horizontal loads  acting at distance  above the seabed result in seabed moments 
.  The cyclic loading is characterized in terms of two parameters, /  and 
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/ , in which  is the static moment pile capacity, while  and   
are the minimum and maximum values during the load cycle (Fig. 2). LeBlanc et al. (2008) 
show that the pile rotation , in terms of  and Δ  (as defined in Fig. 3), can be predicted 
by 
 0 Δθ N ( 1 )
where 
 Δ  ( 2 )
,  and T T ζ  are dimensionless multipliers and  is the rotation that 
would occur in a static test when . The characteristics of the loading ( ) were 
found to affect the cyclic behavior significantly. The value  0.30 was empirically 
determined. 
 
The measured response and predictions using equation (1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 4 for 
piles under three types of continuous cyclic loading. The input parameters for load regimes 
A, B and C are listed in Table 2. The difference of  and  is due to  being determined 
from a separate static test whilst  comes from the much more rapid cyclic test. 
 
(b) Influence of Load Sequence 
Relationships based on Miner’s rule assume that damage is independent of the loading 
sequence. For sands accumulation of strains may be interpreted as material damage. Stewart 
(1986) assesses this and reports that in triaxial tests on sand samples the accumulated strains 
were not affected by the loading sequence. Fig. 5 shows results from two tests carried out to 
assess the accumulation of pile rotation (the Figure shows envelopes of rotation). In the first 
test, the applied loads were 10  cycles of type A, 100 cycles of type B and finally 10 cycles 
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of type C. The order of loading was reversed in the second test. The post-cycling 
accumulated pile rotation is assessed for 0 to avoid the effects of elastic strains. The 
resulting accumulated pile rotation was found to differ by only Δ 1.4% suggesting that 
accumulated pile rotation is independent of loading sequence.  
 
(c) Strain Superposition 
The cumulative pile rotation due to a mix of cyclic loads can be handled using a 
superposition method consistent with the approach of LeBlanc et al. (2008) and Miner’s 
rule. The basic procedure assumes that the accumulated rotation induced by  cycles of 
type “a” can be obtained equivalently by  cycles of type “b”, where  is referred to as 
the equivalent number of cycles. Consider the accumulated rotation Δ  in response to  
cycles of type “a” which is given by equation (2) as: 
 Δθa θsTbTc a Na α ( 3 )
Alternatively Δ  might have been obtained by applying cycles of type “b” with the required 







 ( 4 )
If  cycles of type “b” are then applied subsequent to  cycles of type “a” the resulting 
accumulated rotation may be evaluated by equation (2) as  
 Δθ θ T T N N α ( 5 )
and the total pile rotation according to equation (1) by  
 Δ max , , ,  ( 6 )
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Fig. 6 shows the superposition approach diagrammatically. The proposed method is 
consistent with the assumption that the accumulated rotation is independent of loading 
sequence. 
 
Figs. 7 and 8 show measured and predicted pile rotation in response to the load sequence 
1000 A 1000 B 1000 C. The theory predicts the cumulative pile rotation 
closely, with the difference between predicted and measured pile rotations less than 6%.  
 
(d) Effect of Load Reversal 
The above method does not address the effect of load reversals. Consider the cyclic load of 
type “a” defined in terms of  and . The cyclic load defined by  and  is equivalent 
to “a” but acts in the opposite direction and is denoted “-a”. Fig. 9 shows pile rotations under 
the loading sequence B B 5 B  in which a load reversal is applied. 
It is found that 2.51  cycles are required to neutralize the effect of the loading reversal so 
that the accumulated rotation is equal to the rotation prior to the reversed loading. This test 
was repeated for medium-dense sand where 1.96  cycles were required to neutralize the 
effect of reversed loading. 
 
The results indicate that a conservative approach might assume that at least 1  cycles are 
needed to neutralize the reversed loading. This leads to the approach where it is only 
necessary to subtract the number of reversed load cycles. Suppose that a load time series is 
decomposed into 0  cycles of type “a” and  0  cycles of type “ a”. If “a” 
is the dominant load direction the resulting accumulated rotation can be estimated by using 
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the net cycles in that direction (i.e. 0 0  in the direction of “a”).  
 
e) Extended Rainflow-Counting  
Rainflow-counting is commonly applied to assess fatigue life of structures. The method 
decomposes a time-series of varying loads into a set of load reversals so that Miner's rule can 
be applied. This method can be applied to the analysis of accumulated pile rotation. The 
method counts the number of half load reversals specified only in terms of amplitude, thus it 
is necessary to extend the method to include the mean load of each load reversal. An 
extended rainflow-counting procedure, based on a procedure by Rychlik (1987), is used to 
decompose a load time-series into a set of load reversals defined in terms of  and  
(illustrated in Fig. 10).  
 
3. Calculation Approach 
The above leads to a methodology for predicting accumulated pile rotation under random 
two-way loading based on 5 assumptions: 
(1) The accumulation of pile rotation under continuous cyclic loading evolves according 
to equations (1) and (2). 
(2) The order of cyclic loading is irrelevant, thus, any load series may be rearranged into 
a convenient series of cyclic loading (section 2b). 
(3) Load cycles can be superposed (section 2c). 
(4) Reversed load cycles can be accounted for by subtraction (section 2d). 
(5) A rainflow-counting method can be used to decompose a time series of varying loads 
into a set of load reversals (section 2e). 
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The method requires the values , , ,  to be determined for each type  of simple 
load reversal, characterized by ,  where 0;  1  and 1;  1 . Representative 
values of ,  are given by LeBlanc et al. (2008) and the effective number of cycles  
follows from the rainflow-counting method. The value for  can be replaced by , and 
since  is typically less than , this results conservatively in a slightly higher estimate of 
the accumulated pile rotation. It is relatively straightforward to determine the values for  
from the static load deflection curve. Finally, the accumulated pile rotation is calculated by  
 Δθ 0 
iterations 1,2, … ,
    Δθ   Δθ α N θ T T α
α
 
      θ Δθ θ , , … , θ ,  
(7)
Example 
The methodology can be used to assess the effect of different loads on the accumulated 
rotation of an offshore wind turbine. Typically, the load conditions are divided into the 
ultimate, serviceability and fatigue limit states (ULS, SLS and FLS) which occur 1, 10  and 
10  times during the turbine’s lifetime. Realistic design loads for a 2MW turbine are 
 0.74 ,   0.47  and 0.29  where  is the ultimate 
capacity. Table 3 is based on these load characteristics for the model scale pile. It assumes 
that load characteristics are governed by 0, though realistic load conditions are of a 
random character. The maximum accumulated rotation, determined using Table 3, is 
8.77 10  radian. The contributions by SLS and FLS alone, cause accumulated 
deflections of 22% and 45% of , respectively. By comparison the worst expected load 
causes an accumulated deflection of 61% of . It is likely that the larger load cycles (  
and ) act in one direction during storm events whilst FLS load cycles will be omni-
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directional due to changing wind directions. Assuming that 2/3 of the FLS cycles act in one 
direction and 1/3 in the reversed direction then the estimated total rotation  is reduced by 
11% and the ULS load contributes 68% of the total accumulated rotation. Thus the largest 
load cycles, though very few, have a much higher impact on the accumulated rotation than 
the 10  cycles at the FLS. 
 
4. Conclusion 
This note sets out a method for predicting accumulated pile rotation under random two-way 
loading. The proposed model adopts a relationship similar to Miner's rule for superposing 
strain increments and is consistent with the method of LeBlanc et al. (2008) for piles under 
continuous long-term cyclic loading. Rainflow-counting is used to decompose time-series of 
varying loads into a set of simple load reversals. The validity of the model is supported by 
series of 1-g laboratory tests using drained sand. The model relies on the dimensionless 
parameter  and the functions  and  which are empirically determined. Further work 
should be carried out to investigate these parameters and functions, ideally from tests 
performed using large-scale piles installed in saturated sand. The effects of omni-directional 
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  =  dimensionless parameter (-); 
  =  pile diameter (m); 
 =  load eccentricity (m); 
  =  horizontal load (N); 
 =  penetration depth of pile (m); 
  =  moment at seabed (Nm); 
  =  minimum moment in load reversal (Nm); 
  =  maximum moment in load reversal (Nm); 
 = static moment resistance of pile (Nm); 
 =  number of load cycles (-); 
  =  number of load cycles of type a (-); 
 =  equivalent number of load cycles of type a (-); 
 =  relative density (%); 
  =  wall thickness (mm); 
,  =  dimensionless functions; 
  = horizontal deflection (m); 
 =  depth below seabed (m); 
,  =  load characteristic parameters (-); 
  =  pile rotation (rad); 
  =  maximum pile rotation in first cycle (rad); 
 =  accumulated pile rotation (rad); 
  =  static pile rotation (rad); 





Pile diameter, D: mm  80.0 
Wall thickness, t: mm  2.1 
Penetration depth, L: mm 360.0 
Load eccentricity, e: mm 430.0 
 




Load regime   ,  [rad]  
A 0.28 0 0.055 1 0.45 10  0.35 10  
B 0.41 0 0.091 1 0.90 10  0.63 10
C 0.53 0 0.135 1 1.60 10  0.93 10
 






Characteristics of the cyclic loading 
Load Type N θs (rad) Tb Tc 
FLS 1.00 10 4.80 10 0.057 1 
SLS 100 1.39 10 0.0955 1 
ULS 0  5.32 10 0.17 1 
 
Calculation of cumulative rotation using algorithm in Table 4
Load Type i  θ , , … , θ ,   
- 0 0 0 0 
FLS 1 3.44 10  4.80 10  3.92 10  
SLS 2 3.45 10 1.39 10 4.84 10  
ULS 3 3.45 10  5.32 10  = 8.77 10  
 
Calculation of accumulated rotation for continuous cyclic loading (virgin loading) 
using equation (1) and (2) 
Load Type   Ratio of  to  
FLS 3.44 10 3.92 10 44.8 % 
SLS 5.28 10 1.92 10 21.9 % 
ULS 0 5.32 10 60.7 % 
 
* A ULS peak load occurs only once. Thus, 0 since a full reloading cycle at the 
ULS load will not occur (Fig. 3).  
 
















Fig. 2. The characteristics of cyclic loading defined in terms of  and  
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Fig. 4. Measured and predicted pile rotation in response to  
continuous sinusoidal loading of type A, B and C 
  







































Figure 5. Envelopes of pile rotation measured for an increasing load  
sequence    and an equivalent  
decreasing load sequence     
  












C => B => A, decreasing load
















Fig. 6. Superposition theory for prediction of cumulative pile  















Fig. 7. Comparison of measurements and prediction of the  
accumulated pile rotation in response to variable cyclic  
loading:  
  
























Fig. 8. Comparison of measurements and prediction  
of  in response to variable cyclic loading:  
 
  




















Fig. 9. Pile deflection in response a change in direction of loading type B,  
corresponding to . . .   
  


















Fig. 10. Example of an extended rainflow counting method  
based on a procedure by Rychlik (1987) 
× MR
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SUMMARY
This paper provides background information and documentation for the implementation of a robust
plasticity model as a user-subroutine in the commercial finite difference code, FLAC3D by Itasca.
The plasticity model presented is equal to the 3 dimensional critical state two-surface plasticity
model for sands by Manzari et al., but uses a modified multi-axial surface formulation based on a
versatile shape function prescribing a family of smooth and convex contours in the π-plane. The
model is formulated within the framework of critical state soil mechanics and is capable of accurately
simulating volumetric and stress-strain behaviour under monotonic and cyclic loading and thereby
related observations like accumulation of pore pressure, cyclic mobility and cyclic liquefaction. The
plasticity model is implemented with an integration scheme based on the general return mapping
algorithm. The integration scheme faces convergence difficulties, primarily at very low mean effective
stresses. The convergence problems are addressed by suitable correction strategies designed to add
robustness, stability and efficiency to the integration scheme. An outline of all model parameters is
given with suggestions for parameter reductions.
key words: constitutive modeling; granular materials; critical state; bounding surface; return
mapping method; implementation strategy
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, plasticity models that accurately simulate stress-strain behaviour
of materials have been successfully used within several engineering disciplines. However,
for granular materials, only simple classical elasto-plastic models are supported by most
commercial engineering codes, e.g. Mohr-Coulomb and Cam-Clay. While these models are
useful for many geotechnical problems, they are insufficient for more complex problems. More
advanced models may be required to accurately simulate the response of soil under a wide
range of relative densities and mean effective stress levels. Also, advanced models are required
to simulate the response to cyclic loading and related observations such as accumulation of
∗Correspondence to: C. LeBlanc, Dept. of Offshore Technology, DONG Energy, A.C.Meyers Vænge 9, 2450
Copenhagen SV, Denmark, E-mail: chrle@dongenergy.com
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pore pressure, cyclic mobility and cyclic liquefaction. Continuum-based constitutive models
simulating the cyclic behaviour of soil are primarily developed and applied within the
framework of earthquake engineering in which the degradation of strength and stiffness is
essential for the prediction of seismic performance of structures. The models are complex as
several geotechnical features, e.g. characteristic states, critical states and failure envelopes,
must be successfully simulated while accounting for a strong influence of the third stress
invariant and the isotropic stress level.
The critical state soil mechanics (CSSM) [27, 28] provide a broad framework to explain
the fundamental behaviour of granular materials. The success and broad recognition of the
CSSM has lead to widespread application in constitutive models. The Norsand model [19]
initially adopted the CSSM in a model formulation. Later notable critical state models include
[3, 7, 13, 25, 31] and more complex models, also accounting for anisotropic stress-strain
behaviour, are presented by [6, 10]. A versatile and yet simple model, formulated by within the
framework of CSSM, is the critical state two-surface plasticity model for sands presented by
Manzari et al. [23, 24]. The model has proved to successfully simulate drained and undrained
stress-strain behaviour of non-cohesive sands under monotonic and cyclic loading in a wide
range of confining stresses and densities [24, 30]
This paper provides background information and documentation for the implementation of a
robust plasticity model as a user-subroutine in the commercial finite difference code FLAC3D
(Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three Dimensiobs) by Itasca. The constitutive model
presented is equal to the two-surface critical state plasticity model for sands by Manzari et
al. [23, 24], except for minor modifications. Thus, the model is denoted the modified two-
surface critical state plasticity model for sands. The major modification is the introduction
of an alternative multi-axial surface formulation based on a versatile shape function used to
prescribe a family of smooth and convex contours in the π-plane. Emphasis is made to outline
the physical interpretation of the plasticity model. An outline of all model parameters is given
with suggestions for parameter reductions.
An efficient integration scheme based on a general return mapping algorithm originally
proposed by Simo and Ortiz [29] is tailored to the plasticity model. The integration scheme is
efficient, however only conditionally stable. Thus, an implementation strategy is introduced to
add robustness to the integration scheme. The stability and efficiency is tested by simulations of
undrained monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests. Thus, this paper provide complete information
for implementation of a robust user-defined constitutive model, capable of simulating the
response of non-cohesive sands, in a commercial finite difference (or finite element) code.
2. ON THE FRAMEWORK OF CRITICAL STATE SOIL MECHANICS
The concept critical state is successfully applied within the CSSM [27, 28]. Consider a soil
sample subjected to shear loading. As shearing continues beyond peak shear stress, a state is
reached after which further shearing causes zero volumetric change and zero change in shear
stress, see Figure 1. This state, describing the post-peak behaviour, is referred to as the critical









Figure 1. Outline of a typical triaxial compression test on dense sand performed under
constant isotropic stress with q and εv converging against a constant value at critical state.
state can be represented by a straight line in p-q stress space†, with the inclination being
largely independent of both the relative density and isotropic stress level. The inclination can
be defined by the critical stress ratio, Mcr = q/p. Mcr seems to represent an intrinsic parameter
and is therefore adopted as a fundamental model parameter.
At critical state, the soil particles can rearrange while the packing density remains constant.
The critical void ratio, ecr, is used to quantify the packing density at critical state. Experiments
indicate that ecr is independent of the initial void ratio, i.e. the soil particles always self-
organize toward a critical packing density when sheared beyond critical state [2]. Figure 2a








Figure 2. (a) Outline of change in void ratio obtained from triaxial
compression tests of sand under a constant isotropic stress. (b)
Variation of critical void ratio with isotropic stress level.
value of ecr depends on the isotropic stress level as outlined in Figure 2b. Within the CSSM,
the variation of ecr and p is assumed linear in ecr-ln(p) space. The line is referred to as the
critical state line, defined by





pu = 1kPa (1)
The constants λ and Γ denote the line inclination and the reference void ratio at the unit
pressure pu, respectively. It is convenient to have a parameter indicating the distance to critical
†In this paper, all stress notations refer to effective stresses.
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state. In this context, the state parameter is defined by
ψ = e− ecr (2)
with e referring to the void ratio in the current state [1]. The state parameter is an essential
parameter arising from the framework of the critical state soil mechanics and has been
successfully adopted for constitutive modelling. The state parameter is adopted in the current
model to prescribe peak stress levels and dilatancy behaviour.
3. MODELLING THE PEAK SHEAR STRENGTH OF SANDS
It is well documented that a strong correlation exists between the relative density and the peak
shear strength of sands. The typical variation of peak shear strength with isotropic pressure










Figure 3. Typical variation of drained shear strength with isotropic pressure and
relative density obtained from triaxial compression tests. (a) (ε1, q)-diagram (b) (p, q)-
diagram (Cambridge diagram) (c) Model formulation of bounding line.
The peak shear strength can be divided into two components. A base component is related
to the critical state shear stress, with sand particles being able to rearrange under constant
volume. This component can be represented by the critical stress ratio, Mcr. The second
component arises from the dilation of the sand due to shearing. A densely packed sand will
exhibit strong dilation and thus obtain a large shear strength due to the increased amount
of energy needed for grain particles to slide around adjacent particles. The resulting peak
shear strength can be defined by a threshold in stress space referred to as failure envelope or
bounding line.
Since the location of the bounding line is highly correlated to the dilatancy, and thereby the
packing density of the sand, it is meaningful to adopt the state parameter ψ in a bounding
line formulation for constitutive modelling. The bounding line adopted by the current model
is based on a formulation whereby the bounding stress ratio, Mb = q/p, is equal to Mcr plus a
contribution proportional to ψ [32, 23]
Mb(ψ) = Mcr + kb〈−ψ〉 (3)
in which kb is a dimensionless model parameter and 〈 〉 refer to Macauley brackets, defined by
〈x〉 = 0 if x < 0 else 〈x〉 = x. This formulation ensures an increased peak shear strength for
densely packed sands with curvature of the bounding line arising from the p-dependency of ψ.
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Furthermore, the formulation ensures that the bounding line coincides with the critical state
line for either very loose sands or at high isotropic pressures. The bounding line formulation
is illustrated in Figure 3c.
It can be noted, that if the slope of the critical state line is very small (i.e. λ ≈ 0), then
the p-dependency of ψ in (1) become negligible. In this case, the location of the bounding
and characteristic surfaces is then only influenced by the current void ratio, or as commonly
adopted for sands, the relative density.
4. TRANSITION FROM COMPACTIVE TO DILATIVE BEHAVIOUR
Shearing of a granular material causes volumetric changes that are either compactive or
dilative. Typical effective stress paths obtained from three triaxial compression tests on dense
sand, performed with p = constant, are outlined in figure 4a. The corresponding volumetric
changes are outlined in Figure 4b. The points, marked with dots, indicate the transition from
compressive to dilative behaviour determined by δεv/δε1 = 0. These points indicate that there
is a threshold in stress space, dividing the volumetric behaviour from compressive to dilative.
This threshold is referred to as the characteristic state [22]. A consistent definition of the












Figure 4. Outline of typical triaxial compression tests on dense
sand performed with p′ = constant. [16]
From monotonic triaxial tests, it has been determined that characteristic states can be
represented by a straight line through origin in stress space [12, 15]. This line is referred as
the characteristic line. Experiments indicate that the inclination of the characteristic line is
constant and independent of both relative density and the isotropic stress level [12, 26]. Thus,
it is tempting to define the characteristic line as a straight line with constant inclination, in
terms of the characteristic stress ratio, Mc = q/p. However, while this is valid for monotonic
loading, it may not be valid for cyclic loading. Also, one must have that Mc →Mcr as ψ → 0,
since the criterion defining the characteristic line, dεpv = 0, must be fulfilled at the critical
state. Thus, in the current model, the characteristic line is defined by
Mc(ψ) = Mcr + kcψ (4)
in which kc represents a dimensionless model parameter [23]. The characteristic line is
illustrated in Figure 4c. The underlying physical background is rather weak, however, the





Granular materials exhibit a strong influence of the third stress invariant. This influence
appear when comparing triaxial compression and extension tests, ie. lower shear friction can
be sustained in triaxial extension. Thus, accurate simulation of granular materials require
that the bounding and characteristic lines, defined in (3) and (4) respectively, are generalized
to bounding and characteristic surfaces defined stress space using a multi-axial formulation.
The multi-axial formulation introduced in this paper differs from the formulation used in the
original model by Manzari et al. [23].
The influence of third stress invariant is conveniently depicted in the π-plane in which
p remains constant. The minimum requirement for defining a contour in the π-plane is the
specification of a ’corner’ and a ’midpoint’ of the triangular shape, corresponding to eg. triaxial
compression and extension, respectively. Thus, for triaxial extension we may define the stress
ratios of the bounding and characteristic lines similar to triaxial compression in (3) and (4) by




b 〈−ψ〉 M exc = M excr + kexc ψ (5)




c are model parameters for triaxial extension equivalent to the
parameters Mcr, kb and kc for triaxial compression.
Several mathematical formulations are proposed to define the triangular contour of the
bounding surface, e.g. Lade [11], Matsuoka-Nakai [14] and Mohr-Coulomb. A versatile shape
formulation, derived from a cubic polynomial of principal stresses, is proposed by Krenk



















the second and third deviatoric stress invariants. The contours of this family can represent any
shape from circular to triangular depending on a shape parameter. The original formulation
by Krenk [20, 21] can be reformulated in terms of the Lode angle θ and the normalized shape
function g(c, θ), defined such that g(c, 0) = 1 in triaxial compression and g(c, π) = c in triaxial















The shape of the contours is uniquely defined by c. For example, a triangle is obtained for
c = 0.5 whereas a circle is obtained for c = 1. The family of curves for c ∈ [0.5; 1.0] is illustrated
in Figure 5.
The shape of the bounding and characteristic surfaces are defined in terms of g(c, θ) in (6)
using the shape parameters, c = cb and c = cc, respectively. The values of cb and cc may be








Both cb and cc are functions of ψ. For cohesionless granular materials, it is generally accepted
that the bounding surface contour is triangular with Mb ≥ M exb ; cb will therefore lie in the









looser/higher p denser/lower p
Characteristic surface
Bounding surface
Figure 6. Visualization of the bounding and characteristic surface
contours, as function of the state parameter ψ.
Figure 6 illustrates the shape of the bounding and characteristic surfaces as function of ψ
as expressed in (7). For samples denser than critical (ψ < 0), the bounding surface obtains a
triangular shape enclosing the characteristic surface; dilation will therefore occur before the
bounding surface is reached. The bounding and characteristic surfaces become identical and
equal to the critical state surface at the critical state (ψ = 0) where cb = cc = M
ex
cr /Mcr. For
samples looser than critical (ψ > 0), the characteristic surface expands beyond the bounding
surface to cause an entirely compactive behaviour, since the stress state always stays within
the bounding surface.
Figure 7 illustrates the bounding surface in the principal stress space obtained using the






Figure 7. Visualization of the bounding surface in principal stress space.
A total of 6 model parameters define the surface contours and these may be determined
from triaxial tests in both extension and compression. However, it may be appropriate to
to adopt some simplifying assumptions in order to eliminate the model parameters M excr ,
kexb and k
ex
c defining the behaviour in triaxial extension. Experimental evidence suggest
that the critical angle of friction φcr is approximately equal under triaxial compression and
extension [8]. Similarly, the widely applied Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria assumes that shear
strength is governed by a constant angle of friction φ. The value of M is related to φ by
M = 6 sinφ/(3 − sinφ) in triaxial compression and M ex = 6 sinφ/(3 + sinφ) in triaxial
extension. Combining these equations yields that the value of M and M ex are related by
M ex = 3M/(3 + M). Thus, if the assumption of a constant friction angle under triaxial













If the assumption of a constant friction angle under triaxial compression and extension is
undesired, then an alternative approach eliminating the 2 model parameters, kexb and k
ex
c , may
be done by simply choosing





The mathematical formulation of the plasticity model is presented in this section. The
derivation follows that of Manzari and Prachathananukit [24]. The plasticity model is derived
within the framework of non-associated elasto-plasticity. In the following derivation, all stress
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notations refer to effective stresses. Bold symbols symbolize symmetric second-order tensors
and the operators u : v and |u| refer to the tensor product and tensor norm, respectively.
6.1. Elastic behaviour
The constitutive relations are formulated in terms of isotropic and deviatoric stress defined
by p = (σ11 + σ22 + σ33)/3 and s = σ − pI, respectively. I denotes the second order identity
tensor. The elastic behaviour is based on the traditional isotropic hypoelastic formulation in








where dεed and dε
e
v refer to the deviatoric and volumetric elastic strain increments, respectively.













in which pref is used as the reference pressure for which K = K0 and G = G0. The pressure
exponent b is a model parameter, expressing the variation of the elastic modules with the
isotropic pressure. The value of b is reported to vary from 0.435, at very small strains, to
0.765, at very large strains [33]. A value of 0.5 captures most of the important features of
increased shear stiffness with pressure [34].
6.2. Yield and plastic potential functions
The elastic domain is enclosed by a yield surface with a cone-type shape and the apex in origin
as illustrated in Figure 8. The yield surface is uniquely defined by the equation



















Figure 8. The cone-type yield surface defined in terms of m and α.
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where α is refered to as the deviatoric back-stress ratio tensor. This definition implies that
the yield surface remains circular in the π-plane. The value
√
2/3m and α define the radius
and the axis direction of the cone, respectively. The normals to the yield surface (∂f/∂σ) and













where n = r/|r| is the deviatoric normal to the yield surface. The parameters N and D define
the magnitude of the isotropic components. From (12), it follows that N = α : n + 23m. The
dilatancy parameter D has an important role as it controls the isotropic flow direction and thus
the volumetric behaviour of the plasticity model. The plastic flow is non-associated, except
in the special case where D = −N . It should be noted, that the formulation is not suitable
for modeling constant stress-ratio response, i.e. consolidation paths where the stress ratio is
constant as very high stress levels may be reached without inducing plastic strains, due to the
lack of a surface cap.
6.3. Surface definitions using image points
The model is formulated by use of image points. The image point defines a point on a surface
in the π-plane and is uniquely defined by the image vector αi pointing from the hydrostatic
axis to the image point, in the direction of n, see Figure 9. The bounding and characteristic
surfaces, defined previously, can be formulated in terms of image vectors. In this case, the















βb = αb − α
βc = αc − α
σ1/p
σ2/p σ3/p
Figure 9. Illustration of the yield, characteristic and bounding surfaces in the π-plane.
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where θn refers to the Lode angle of n. It is important to note that this surface formulation
refers to back-stress ratios rather than stress ratios since the radius of the yield surface
√
2/3m









The tensors, βb = αb−α and βc = αc−α, define the distance between α and their respective
image points. These tensors are adopted in the formulation of model dilatancy and evolution
laws for hardening parameters.
6.4. Volumetric behaviour
It is essential that the volumetric behaviour is simulated correctly. From (13), it follows that
the plastic volumetric strains are proportional to D. The formulation of D is therefore of great
importance. D is defined by
D = (A0 +Az)(βc : n) , Az = 〈z : n〉 (16)
where the dilatancy parameter A0 represents a positive and dimensionless scaling parameter.
This definition implies that the sign of βc : n defines the threshold between compressive and
dilative behaviour. Thus, any stress state inside the characteristic surface obtains a compressive
behaviour, since βc : n > 0, whereas on-loading beyond the characteristic surface obtains a
dilative behaviour, since βc : n < 0.
The unloading dilatancy parameter Az is defined in terms of the fabric tensor z which
enables the model to capture the dilatancy of sand under reversed loading. The definition of
Az imply that Az = 0, except during reversed loading where Az > 0. The evolution of z is
defined from an evolution law originally introduced by Dafalias [5]
dz = z̃dλ z̃ = −Cz(Amaxz n + z)〈−D〉 (17)
The factors Cz and A
max
z are positive dimensionless model parameters. The definition of z
may be hard to interpret, however, the introduction of z enables the model to recall load
history and evolve accordingly. The parameter Amaxz becomes an upper threshold value of Az.
The definition in (17) implies that z evolves in a direction opposite to n whenever the sample
dilates (D > 0) such that the tensor product z : n becomes positive, only when the load
direction shifts to unloading.
6.5. Kinematic and isotropic hardening
Both kinematic and isotropic hardening are adopted in the model. The kinematic evolution
law is based on a proposition by Dafalias and Popov [4]




br − |βb : n|
)
βb (18)
Cα is a positive model parameter and br is a parameter that must be defined such that
br > |βb : n|. The adopted value is br = 2
√
2/3(Mb −m). The evolution law ensures that α,
the center of the yield cone, evolves in the direction of βb. The rate of evolution will converge to
zero as α approaches the bounding surface, due to inclusion of the factor |βb : n|. This implies
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that the stress state remains inside the bounding surface during hardening. The bounding
surface will contract during softening as the sand dilates and ψ → 0. This contraction can
leave the stress state outside the bounding surface. In this case, the direction of βb is opposite
to the loading direction n, causing |βb : n| to become negative. Thus, α will evolve in the
opposite direction of βb and thereby follow the contracting bounding surface. The isotropic
hardening law is based on an original proposition by Manzari et al. [23]
dm = m̃dλ m̃ = Cm(1 + e0)D (19)
where Cm is a model parameter and e0 is the initial void ratio. The formulation implies that
the evolution of m becomes proportional to the plastic rate of change of volume. This ensures
that a compacted sand obtains a larger elastic domain than a loose sand. Even though the
model allows for isotropic hardening, this model practically retain a constant radius m of the
elastic domain. Therefore, isotropic hardening is often neglected (Cm = 0) since it is of less
importance for the shear behaviour of sands.
6.6. Model parameters
A complete list of model parameters is given in Table I. The table include suggestions
for elimination of several model parameters to ease calibration if limited data is available.
Specification of initial conditions is required - these include e0, p0, S0, A0 and m0. The initial
value of the back-stress may conveniently be chosen as A0 = S0/p0. It may be appropriate to
choose a small initial size of the yield cone, i.e. m0 ≈ 0.05, and neglect isotropic hardening
List of model parameters: Reduction of parameters
Parameter Description Optional Monotonic
Elasticity K0 Reference bulk modulus. [Pa] - -
G0 Reference shear modulus. [Pa] 0.5 ×K0 -
b Pressure exponent. 0.5 -
Critical
state
λ Slope of CSL in e-ln(p) space. - -
Γ Critical state void ratio for p′=1Pa. - -
Mcr Slope of CSL in p-q space in triaxial
compression.
- -





kb Bounding line in triaxial compression. - -
kexb Bounding line in triaxial extension. n.a.
1 -
kc Characteristic line in triaxial compression. - ≈ 0
kexc Characteristic line in triaxial extension. n.a.
1 ≈ 0
Hardening Cm Evolution of isotropic hardening. 0 n.a.
Cα Evolution of kinematic hardening. - -
Dilatancy A0 Dilatancy parameter - -
Unloading
dilatancy
Cz Evolution of fabric tensor. 0 n.a.
zmax Limit size of fabric tensor. 0 n.a.
1: Simplifying assumption: M exi = 3Mi/(3 +Mi) i = b, c
Table I. List of model parameters and optional parameter reductions.
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(Cm = 0). In this case, the size of the elastic domain remains small and the response to
shearing is mainly governed by the evolution law for kinematic hardening. Thus, G0 is of less
importance and may conveniently be chosen as G0 = 0.5×K0 which corresponds to an elastic
Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.29. A representative shear stiffness is then obtained by calibrating
Cα.
7. INTEGRATION ALGORITHM
An efficient and accurate time-stepping integration scheme must be adopted to incrementalize
and utilize the cyclic plasticity model. The fact that the elasto-plastic stiffness depends on
both current stresses and hardening parameters challenges the integration of the constitutive
relations. The most suitable integration algorithm may depend on the type of global solver.
This paper provides a fast, stable and accurate integration algorithm suitable for an explicit
global solver, such as FLAC3D. It is characteristic for an explicit global solver, that the step-
size is very small. This calls for a fast return mapping or sub-stepping integration scheme on
constitutive level. A benchmark analysis by Manzari [24] included a cutting plane algorithm
belonging to the family of explicit return mapping methodss, originally derived by Simo &
Ortiz [29]. The benchmark analysis showed that the highest efficiency was obtained using the
cutting plane algorithm, however, the algorithm failed to converge at low stress levels. A return
mapping method is adopted in this paper and convergence problems are addressed by adopting
a suitable implementation strategy.
7.1. Return mapping method
The derivation of the return mapping method relies on basic elasto-plastic assumptions.
Firstly, the integration of the constitutive relations must satisfy the consistency condition.
The consistency condition, in terms of the hardening parameter H , is given by
∂f
∂σ










Secondly, the theory of elasto-plasticity assumes that a stress increment can be divided into
an elastic and a plastic part
∆σ = C : (∆ε − ∆εp) = ∆σe − ∆σp (21)
The stress increments ∆σe and ∆σp are referred to as the elastic predictor and plastic
corrector, respectively and C refers to the hypoelastic stiffness matrix. The purpose of the
return mapping method, is to determine the plastic corrector such that the stress state remains
on the yield surface while the consistency condition is fulfilled. Given the current stress state
σ0 and a strain increment ∆ε, the stress state in the subsequent step can be calculated by
σ = σ0 + C : (∆ε − ∆εp) (22)
according to (21). By initially setting ∆εp = 0 in (22), the elastic predictor stress σelas
is calculated, leaving the plastic correction ∆σp = C : ∆εp to be determined. The plastic







Thus, the purpose of the return mapping method is reduced to determining the magnitude
of ∆λ while fulfilling (20). This is addressed by a first order Taylor expansion of the yield
function around σelas while utilizing that f(σ) = 0





∆λ = 0 (24)
From the consistency condition, it follows that df/dλ = H . Thus, by rearranging (24),
and using the relation ∆σp = C∆εp combined with (23), a linear expression determining
the magnitude of the plastic multiplier can be obtained. This linear expression is however
inadequate since the gradients ∂f/∂σ and ∂g/∂σ as well as the hardening parameter H
vary along the return path from σelas to σ. An iterative scheme must be adopted to solve
this problem. Simo and Ortiz [29] proposed an explicit scheme, the general return mapping
method, solving the problem in a sequence of linearized steps. The steps are given by



















∆xi = ∆xi−1 + ∆λx̃i−1 (28)
where x refers to a hardening parameter and x̃ is the corresponding evolution law. A geometric
interpretation of the general return mapping method is illustrated in Figure 10.
It is convenient to rewrite the integration steps (25)-(28) in terms of model parameters.
From (12) and (20), it follows that the hardening parameter H can expressed by





The second denominator term in (25) can be simplified by exploiting that stresses are divided
















Figure 10. Geometric interpretation of the general return mapping method [29]. An elastic prediction
brings the stress state from σ0 to σ
elas
1 . Subsequently, successive plastic correction steps are applied
to return the stress state to the yield surface.
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7.2. Integration of elastic relations
The integration of the elastic relations needs special attention due to the p-dependency of the
bulk and shear modulus. The resulting isotropic stress p arising from the elastic increment










p0 denotes the isotropic stress at the previous step. The resulting bulk modulus can be
calculated subsequently by K = ∆p/∆εev, with ∆p = p − p0. If ∆εev = 0, then K must be
evaluated from (11). The shear modulus scales proportional to the bulk modulus, thus the
function ReturnMappingMethod(∆εd, ∆εv)
Initial state:
s0, p0, m, α, z, εv, ∆ε
p




εv = εv + ∆εv
e = e0 − (1 + e0)εv





a)(1 − b)(∆εv − ∆εpv)
)1/(1−b)
s = s0 + 2G(∆εd − ∆εpd)
ψ = e− (Γ − λ ln(p/pref))
If f(p, s)/p > ǫf :















α = α + ∆λα̃
m = m + ∆λm̃





Table II. The general return mapping method by [29] applied to the
modified critical state two-surface plasticity model.
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resulting shear stress can be evaluated by
s = s0 + 2G∆ε
e






b if ∆εev = 0
(32)
The model specific return mapping method, expressed by the above formulations, is outlined
in Table II. Note that the return mapping algorithm will continue iterations until σ coincides
with the yield surface which is evaluated by the criterion f(p, s) < ǫf × p. Here, ǫf specifies
a given tolerance. The criterium is chosen to scale proportional to p, since f is evaluated in
terms of stress.
8. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
A suitable implementation strategy must be adopted to ensure robustness and efficiency of the
integration scheme before actual coding of the plasticity model for computer application. The
general return mapping method is only conditionally stable when adopted for the two-surface
critical state plasticity model. In general, the return mapping method fails to converge if the
imposed strain increment becomes too large. These convergence problems increase as p→ 0.
In this paper, most convergence problems are solved by strain-controlled sub-stepping.
In general, the imposed increments should be sufficiently small so that sub-stepping on
constitutive level is avoided. However, if the isotropic stress level in a single element approaches
zero, then extremely small increments must be enforced at the global level to obtain a stable
solution. Instead of enforcing a fixed increment size, the local increments are divided into a
number of sub-steps as required. The size of each sub-increment is continuously updated from a











Figure 11. Criterion for initiating a sub-step illustrated in the p− q stress plane
The active sub-step control uses a tolerence criterion based on the magnitude of the elastic
prediction ∆σelas, as shown in Figure 11. If the magnitude of the elastic prediction exceeds a
given tolerance, the increment is then divided into two sub-increments. The elastic prediction
is estimated from the elasticity in the initial state, i.e. G = G(σ0) and K = K(σ0). The
criterion initiating sub-steps is defined by |∆σ|/p0 > ǫe, with ǫe specifying a given tolerance.
The criterion scales proportional to the isotropic pressure, thus sub-steps are initiated mainly
at low stress levels.
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The introduction of increment controlled sub-steps ensures that the return-mapping method
remains stable. However, the number of sub-steps grows drastically as p → 0. The high
computational costs may be significantly reduced using a stress correction strategy as p→ 0.
Here, a stress correction is introduced to prevent p to exceed a lower limit given by pm = ǫmpref,
in which ǫm is a specified tolerance criteria. Note that the reference pressure pref is a constant








Figure 12. Stress correction for p→ 0 illustrated in the p− q stress plane.
The value of pm is chosen such that pm << pref. If p obtains a value less than pm, then the
soil matrix is practically liquefying. In this case, scaling may be applied to translate the stress
state from (p, s) to (pm, sm), as illustrated in Figure 12.






This correction strategy may be adopted to significantly reduce the computational costs as
cyclic liquefaction evolve. The correction clearly violates the underlying model formulation.
However, the correction only slightly changes the model response and may be justified, since
validity of the assumptions used to formulate the plasticity model are rather weak for p → 0.
When the correction is applied, the value of z is simultaneously set to zero (z = 0) since the
soil matrix is liquefying. Setting z to zero effectively resets the ability of the model to recall
load history.
Numerical instability occurs if the radius of the yield surface becomes zero or negative
(m ≤ 0). This can occur since the radius of the yield surface is defined to decrease
proportionally to the rate of volumetric expansion. Instability can be avoided by setting m̃ = 0
in the case where 0 > Cm(1 + e0)D and m < ml. The constant ml represents a specified lower
bound for the size of the yield surface.
An algorithm combining the above mentioned correction strategies is outlined in Table III.
9. EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND STABILITY
The performance of the integration scheme is investigated for efficiency, stability and accuracy




s0, p0, εv, m, α, z
ζ = 0, k = 1
∆εd,0, ∆εv,0
Iterations j = 1, 2, ....., jmax
∆εv = ∆εv,0/k
∆εd = ∆εd,0/k
∆σelas = (2G0∆εd +K0I∆εv) (p0/pr)
b
If |∆σelas|/p0 > ǫe: Reduce step-length
k = 2k
Else: Start integration
[s0, p0] = ReturnMappingMethod(∆εd, ∆εv)




ζ = ζ + 1/k
Stop iterations when ζ = 1
Final state: σ0, p0, εv, m, α, z
Table III. Implementation strategy applied to obtain a stable numerical integration scheme
performed in undrained conditions (∆ǫv = 0), are used for analysis. The adopted model
parameters are similar to the parameters used for simulation of Nevada Sand [23, 24]. These
are listed in Table IV.
K0 = 31.4MPa Mc = 1.1 kb = 4.0 A0 = 2.64
G0 = 31.4MPa λ = 0.025 kc = 4.2 A
max
z = 100
er = 0.93 Cα = 1200 Cz = 100
Table IV. Model parameters adopted for analysis of efficiency, stability and accuracy.
First, the efficiency and accuracy of the integration scheme (Table II) is investigated. The
analysis is based on simulations of monotonic and cyclic tests. The monotonic test simulates
a loose sample with the initial confining stress p = 100kPa and void ratio e0 = 0.82 while
the cyclic test simulates a medium-dense sample with the initial confining stress p = 150kPa
and void ratio e0 = 0.65. The cyclic test is simulated with a constant shear stress offset
(q = 35 ± 25kPa) in order to avoid stability problems when p → 0. The simulations are
illustrated in Figure 13.
The accuracy of the return mapping method is evaluated in terms of an error measure
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Figure 13. Illustration of simulations used to investigate the accuracy and efficency of the integration













where N is the number of steps and σexact refers to the exact solution approximated by
simulations having a very small step size. The reference pressure is chosen as pref = 100kPa.
The accuracy is investigated as a function of the imposed strain increments ∆ǫ and the
resulting step size is quantified in terms of the ratio ∆(q/p)1 of the initial step. For example,
if ∆(q/p)1 = 1.1 = Mcr, then the critical stress ratio is reached in only one step. The
results of the simulations are listed in Table V. They indicate that the computational expense,
evaluated in terms of total iterations, increases proportional to N. Thus, independent of step
length, approximately 2 iterations are on average required at each step. The error decreases
potentially with N , see Figure 14a, and proportional to the ratio ∆(q/p)1, see Figure 14b.
The results suggest that a reasonable accuracy, say error < 2− 3%, is obtained when the step
size is chosen so that ∆(q/p)1 < 0.1. The tolerance criteria ǫf has an influence on efficiency
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No. Loading type N ∆ε1 ∆(q/p)1 Iterations error [%]
1 Monotonic 50 8 × 10−4 0.52 103 6.2
2 Monotonic 100 4 × 10−4 0.27 207 3.1
3 Monotonic 200 2 × 10−4 0.14 413 1.6
4 Monotonic 500 1 × 10−4 0.066 1023 0.63
5 Monotonic 1000 4 × 10−5 0.038 2027 0.31
6 Monotonic 5000 8 × 10−6 0.0075 9794 0.057
7 Cyclic 100 2 × 10−4 0.13 241 3.2
8 Cyclic 200 1 × 10−4 0.071 465 1.4
9 Cyclic 500 4 × 10−5 0.031 1089 0.57
10 Cyclic 1000 2 × 10−5 0.015 2059 0.28
11 Cyclic 2000 1 × 10−5 0.0077 3910 0.14
12 Cyclic 5000 4 × 10−6 0.0031 9439 0.05







































Figure 14. Error of return mapping algorithm as function of N and ∆(q/p)1.
and accuracy. Table VI lists the results of simulations performed in order to investigate the
influence of ǫf . The results suggest that a value of ǫf = 10
−4 is appropriate to optimize
No. Loading type ǫf Iterations ǫ [%]
1 Cyclic 10−8 2725 0.33
1 Cyclic 10−6 2374 0.33
2 Cyclic 10−5 2259 0.33
3 Cyclic 10−4 2059 0.33
4 Cyclic 10−3 1850 0.42
5 Cyclic 10−2 1691 3.3
Table VI. Influence of the tolerance criteria ǫf on efficiency and accuracy. The
































































Figure 15. Simulation used in stability analysis. a-b) Simulation no. 6, c-d) Simulation no. 10
efficiency without loosing accuracy.
The stability of the integration scheme and implementation strategy (Table II and III) was
tested by simulation of loose and dense samples subjected to a wide range of load histories.
Here, an undrained cyclic triaxial test performed on a medium-loose sample (e0 = 0.75)
subjected to cyclic loading (q = 10 ± 20kPa) is considered, see Figure 15a and 15b. The
cyclic loading causes cyclic liquefaction, which is harsh from a numerical point of view, since
p → 0. The value of Cz is set to Cz = 500 in order to cause strong contraction during
unloading and thereby challenging the stability of the algorithm. Series of simulations are
performed to investigate the effect of N, ǫe and ǫm on stability. The results are listed in
Table VII. The simulations 1-3 suggest that reducing the step-length is inappropriate to avoid
numerical instability. Even a dramatic decrease in step-size does not ensure convergence. The
simulations 4-8 show that the strain-controlled sub-stepping is sufficient in order to avoid
numerical instability if the tolerance is chosen so that ǫe ≤ 0.3. However, the stability is
obtained at a relatively high computational cost (minimum 24856 iterations).
The computational costs may be significantly reduced if the stress correction for p → 0 is
adopted, ie. ǫm > 0. For example, if ǫm = 0.01, then the computational costs are reduced to
only 3033/24856 = 12%. Thus, it may be desirable to adopt this correction strategy if cyclic
liquefaction is expected to evolve over a large domain. The correction alters the model response
as p → 0, however only slightly. Figure 15c and 15d illustrate a simulation performed with
ǫm = 0.01 which may be compared with the simulation in Figure 15a 15b performed without
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No. N ∆ε1 ǫe ǫm Iterations
1 600 10−4 - - *
2 6000 10−5 - - *
3 60000 10−6 - - *
4 600 10−4 0.8 - *
5 600 10−4 0.5 - *
6 600 10−4 0.3 - 24856
7 600 10−4 0.2 - 32289
8 600 10−4 0.1 - 61453
9 600 10−4 0.3 10−1 1501
10 600 10−4 0.3 10−2 3033
11 600 10−4 0.3 10−3 5769
12 600 10−4 0.3 10−4 8281
13 600 10−4 0.3 10−5 15761
* No convergence
Table VII. Results of stability analysis. (ǫf = 10
−4)
correction for p→ 0.
To summarize, a sufficient accuracy of the return mapping method may be obtained if the
step-size is chosen such that ∆(q/p)1 < 0.1 while a combination of ǫe = 0.3 and ǫm = 10
−2
may be a good compromise to ensure both efficiency and stability.
10. CONCLUSION
This paper provides comprehensive background information and documentation for the
implementation of the modified critical state two-surface plasticity model as a user-subroutine
in the commercial finite difference, FLAC3D by Itasca. The plasticity model is equal to
the model by Manzari et al. but uses an alternative multi-dimensional surface formulation.
The model parameters are discussed and suggestions for parameter reductions are made. A
fast and accurate time-stepping integration scheme suitable for an explicit global solver is
presented. The integration scheme is based on the general return mapping method, which
is only conditionally stable. Convergence problems are addressed by adopting a suitable
implementation strategy consisting of increment controlled sub-stepping. Other correction
strategies are introduced, including a correction introduced to increase the efficiency as
p→ 0. Finally, simulations are made to investigate the performance of the integration scheme
and appropriate tolerance criteria are suggested to obtain sufficient efficiency, stability and
accuracy. Thus, this paper provides complete information for the implementation of a robust
user-defined constitutive model, capable of simulating the response of non-cohesive sands or
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ABSTRACT: Silt sediments are frequently encountered in the coastal areas of the North Sea. Evaluation of the 
silt behaviour must ideally rely on in-situ tests, in particular the piezocone test. However, interpretation of 
piezocone data in silt sediments is problematic and derived parameters can seem to differ significantly from 
those obtained by investigating intact samples in the triaxial apparatus. Use of the state parameter ψ in 
conjunction with the critical state line provides a precise definition for the state of silt, and thereby important 
aspects, such as resistance to cyclic liquefaction. The objective of this paper is to provide a site-specific 
correlation between the dimensionless group of piezocone parameters (qt-u2)/p’ and the in-situ state parameter 
ψ0, while accounting for partial drainage during penetration. Silt from the North Sea was used as a case study. 
The process of penetration was simulated using cylindrical cavity expansion in conjunction with a plasticity 
model formulated within the framework of critical state soil mechanics. The results readily explain the low cone 
tip resistance measured in silt sediments; this is a derived effect of the silt having a large slope of the critical 
state line, resulting in rather weak and compressible behaviour at high mean effective stresses.     
1 Introduction 
Wind power currently offers a very competitive source of renewable energy, 
and therefore the market for onshore and offshore wind farms is projected to 
expand rapidly within the next decade. There are strong political and 
industrial forces, especially in northern Europe, supporting the development 
of offshore wind farms to reduce the reliance on fossil fuels and control 
greenhouse gas emissions. Most current foundations for offshore wind 
turbines (OWTs) are “monopiles”, which are stiff piles with large diameters, 
typically 4 - 6 m, as illustrated in Figure 1. It is characteristic for offshore wind 
turbines that the sub-structure is subjected to strong cyclic loading, 
originating from wind and wave loads.  
 
The geotechnical investigations for future offshore wind farms are generally 
performed in the pre-investment stage and are thus kept to a minimum. The 
most widely used in-situ investigation device for the estimation of soil 
classification and geotechnical parameters is the piezocone (CPTu). A 
piezocone is pushed into the ground at a constant rate, while the cone 
resistance, sleeve friction and pore pressures are measured.  Typically, a 
single piezocone test is performed at each wind turbine location and it is 
supplemented with few scattered borings throughout the site. Silt sediments 
are frequently encountered in the coastal areas of the North Sea, typically at 
depths 5 - 15 m. Generally, the geotechnical properties of silt are less 
understood and more difficult to measure than those of sand and clay. 
Though the shear strength properties of silt are comparable to those of sand, 
and the volumetric compression properties are comparable to those of clay, 
large variations occur in silt due to its general composition, with varying fines 
content and permeability.  
 
Interpretation of piezocone data in silt layers is difficult due to the complex 
deformation of the soil around the cone during penetration combined with the 
effect of drainage conditions in saturated soil. In practice, methods for 
piezocone interpretation in sands and clay are primarily based on empirical 
Figure 1 . Offshore wind turbine 









correlations between soil properties and the piezocone quantities qt, fs and u2, the corrected cone tip resistance, 
the sleeve friction and the dynamic pore pressure measured at the cone shoulder, respectively (Lunne et al., 
1997). During cone penetration, it is generally assumed that the response of clean sand is governed by fully 
drained conditions, whereas clay is governed by fully undrained conditions. A soil consisting of silt represents an 
intermediate soil, between sand and clay, in which cone penetration takes place under partially drained 
conditions at a standard rate of penetration (20 mm/s). Under partially drained conditions, the soil behaviour is 
affected by the degree of pore pressure dissipation during cone penetration. When almost undrained conditions 
govern cone penetration, it is most obvious to interpret the soil strength in terms of the undrained shear strength. 
However, an effective strength approach for silt is often more applicable for design application, as drainage 
occurs over long time scales. Obtaining effective strength parameters from an almost undrained cone 
penetration is conceptually difficult; therefore methods for interpretation of piezocone tests in silt are limited and 
not well established.  
 
The primary design drivers for OWT foundations are those of deformation and stiffness rather than ultimate 
capacity. Modern OWTs are designed as “soft-stiff” structures, meaning that the 1st natural frequency is in the 
range between the excitation frequency bands, 1P and 3P, in order to avoid resonance. 1P and 3P denote the 
frequency bands of the rotor rotation and the blade passing, respectively. Any significant change in stiffness may 
result in interference between the 1st natural frequency and the excitation frequency, 1P or 3P, which can be 
highly problematic. The design of an OWT foundation must therefore be undertaken carefully in order to obtain a 
foundation stiffness within a specified stiffness range, prescribed by both an upper and lower bound. A 
conservative design may not be an option, and it is therefore important to determine the in-situ soil conditions 
accurately. In silt layers, it is necessary to develop a site-specific piezocone correlation to interpret the 
piezocone data. However, parameters derived from piezocone data in silt sediments may seem to differ 
significantly from those obtained by investigating intact samples in the triaxial apparatus. This raises the 
question whether the parameters derived from triaxial tests represent the in-situ state or a disturbed state, as it 
can be difficult to obtain and subsequently establish a silt sample in a triaxial apparatus without disturbing the in-
situ conditions.  
 
The presence of loose silt is particularly problematic as it imposes the risk of cyclic liquefaction or mobility 
developing in response to cyclic loading originating from the wind turbine (e.g. Groot et al., 2006). An inevitable 
consequence is that the natural frequency of the structure decreases and perhaps coincides with the excitation 
frequencies of the rotor. This is not acceptable and therefore, sites with loose silt are currently avoided. Soil 
liquefaction is a major concern in areas exposed to earthquakes. The most commonly used technique for 
assessing the risk of soil liquefaction is developed on the basis of an extensive database of empirical data from 
SPTs and CPTs performed at sites that either had or had not experienced liquefaction due to earthquake 
loading. However, the correlations are not applicable to assess the risk of cyclic liquefaction induced by the 
cyclic loading of an OWT, as neither the type of cyclic loading, duration of loading nor drainage conditions are 
comparable. Thus, a more fundamental approach is required. 
1.1 Critical state interpretation of silt sediments 
Critical state soil mechanics (CSSM), (Roscoe et al. 1958; Schofield and Wroth, 1968), provides a broad 
framework for explaining the fundamental behaviour of fine-grained materials. Within CSSM, the variation of 
critical void ratio eCSL and the mean effective stress p 
is assumed linear in e-ln(p) space, as defined by the 
critical state line (CSL): 
)/ln( refCSL ppe λ−Γ=      (1) 
in which pref = 1 kPa. The constants λ and  denote 
the line inclination and the void ratio at unit mean 
effective stress, respectively. An essential parameter 
arising from CSSM is the state parameter ψ = e-eCSL 
(Been and Jefferies, 1985). At a given void ratio and 
mean effective stress, the state parameter describes 
whether the soil is dilative or contractive at large 
strains, and is used to substitute the concept of 
relative density. The resistance to cyclic liquefaction is 
highly influenced by the state parameter and the 
lowest resistance is obtained for ψ > 0. Empirical 
evidence shows that the liquefaction resistance is also 
affected by the presence of fines (Seed et al., 1985). 
The fines may either be plastic or non-plastic and the 
weight percentage of fines varies. The effect of non-
Figure 2 . Illustration of state parameter and 





































plastic fines content (up to at least 30% by weight) can be interpreted from CSSM as a rotation of the CSL 
around a fixed pivot point in e-ln(p) space (Bouckovalas et al., 2003) (Figure 2). This implies that a high content 
of fines increases the tendency for dilation for mean effective stresses lower than that of the pivot and decreases 
it for mean effective stresses higher than the pivot.    
 
Thus, use of the state parameter ψ in conjunction with the critical state line, provides a precise definition for the 
state of silt. Interpretation of piezocone data should therefore rely on the CSSM parameters – in particular the 
state parameter – to assess the in-situ state of the silt sediments and thereby, important aspects, such as 
resistance to cyclic liquefaction. Been et al. (1986; 1987) proposed a method for estimating the state parameter 
for cone penetration tests in sand, based on the dimensionless cone penetration resistance Qp = (qt-p0)/p’0 in 
which p’0 represents the in-situ mean effective stress level. This method provides a direct relation between Qp 
and the in-situ state parameter ψ0 by: 
)exp( 0ψmkQp −=      (2) 
in which m and k are dimensionless soil-specific parameters to be determined from the steady state line 
obtained from a series of triaxial tests. This appears to be a very useful approach; however, the relationship is 
only applicable under fully drained conditions. Houlsby (1988) suggested that (qt-u2)/σ'v0 = Q(1-Bq)+1 represents 
a fundamental dimensionless group for interpretation of undrained penetration. However, the group Q(1-Bq)+1 is 
normalized with respect to σ'v0 and therefore eliminates any influence of the geostatic stress ratio K0, and 
thereby the mean effective stress p’. This is problematic as ψ is a function of p’. Calibration tests have shown 
that the influence of K0 becomes negligible when normalizing with respect to p’ rather than σ'v0 (Clayton et al., 
1985; Been et al., 1986). Therefore, Been et al. (1988) proposed that Qp(1-Bq)+1 relates to ψ0, analogously to Qp 
in (2). This relation was confirmed using cavity expansion theory (Shuttle and Cunning, 2007). However, the 
definition of the group Qp(1-Bq)+1 is inconsistent, as Qp is defined in terms of p’0, while Bq is defined in terms of 
σ'v0. A more consistent approach, adopted in this paper, is to simply relate ψ0 to the dimensionless group (qt-
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in which ku and mu are dimensionless soil-specific parameters.   
 
This paper presents a numerical study of piezocone penetration in silt sediments encountered in the North Sea, 
close to the Danish coastline. The objective is to establish a site-specific correlation between measured 
piezocone parameters, in terms of (qt-u2)/p’ and the in-situ state of the silt sediments, in terms of the state 
parameter ψ0. The piezocone penetration is simulated, assuming axial symmetry conditions, allowing the 
process of cone penetration to be modelled as a cylindrical cavity expanding in a saturated two-phase soil, using 
the commercial finite difference code FLAC3D (Itasca, 2005). Intact samples of the silt sediments were tested in 
the triaxial apparatus and simulated, using the modified critical state two-surface plasticity model for sand 
(Manzari and Dafailas, 1997; LeBlanc et al., unpublished), implemented as a user sub-routine in FLAC3D. A 
series of calculations were performed to investigate piezocone penetration in drained, undrained and partially 
drained conditions and determine representative values of ku and mu.  
2 Numerical simulation of piezocone using the method of cavity expansion 
Several theories, with different degrees of simplifying assumptions, are available for the analysis of cone 
penetration. Numerical methods for simulating cone penetration include cavity expansion, steady state solution 
and large strain finite element methods. In a cylindrical cavity expansion approach, the process of penetration is 
assumed equivalent to the creation of a cavity under axial symmetry conditions. It is generally accepted, that the 
method of cavity extension is capable of estimating cone penetration resistance (Yu, 2000; Yu and Mitchell, 
1998). In this paper, the process of penetration is modelled as a cylindrical cavity expanding in a saturated two-
phase soil to simulate a standard piezocone, that is, a cone having a diameter d = 35.7 mm, tip angle α = 600 
and penetration velocity v = 20 mm/s. This approach is similar to that followed by Silva et al. (2006). The cavity 
expansion model is built in FLAC3D, using 50 zones, decreasing logarithmically in size towards the cavity. The 
model allows for dynamic pore-pressure generation by simulating the coupled fluid-mechanical behaviour, using 
Darcy’s law for isotropic fluid transport (Itasca, 2005). Each simulation is conducted using 100,000 mechanical 
steps and the fluid flow equations were solved simultaneously using one or more sub-steps after each 
















σ'n + u τ=σ'ntan(δ)
 
Figure 3 . Schematic illustration of stresses acting on the cone and the FLAC3D cavity expansion model. 
The prescribed initial conditions are the hydrostatic pressure u0, the vertical effective stress σ'v0 and the 
horizontal effective stress K0σ'v0. The prescribed stress acting on the outer boundary is K0σ'v0. The cavity is 
expanded radially from an infinitely small radius, simulated as an initial, very small radius (r = 0.01r0), to the 
radius of the piezocone (r0 = d/2). At time t, the radius is expanded by the magnitude r(t) = tan(α/2)vt, in order to 
simulate realistic drainage time scales. During the strain-controlled expansion, the radial stress σ'r and pore 
pressure u, acting in the cavity, are measured as functions of the displaced distance r. The pore pressure acting 
in the cavity, when expanded to r = r0, is assumed to approximate the pore pressure u2, measured at the 
shoulder of the piezocone. The cone tip resistance qt is determined from the vertical projection of all forces 
acting on the cone. It is assumed that the radial and vertical effective stresses, σ’r and σ’v, respectively, are 
principal stresses. Integration over r allows qt to be determined from: 







vt drruqd σππ                 (4) 
The frictional stresses acting on the cone during penetration depend on the interface friction angle δ and the 
effective normal stress σ'n. Using =σ’ntan(), an expression for σ’v in terms of σ’r can be obtained by eliminating 
σ’n, using the equations of horizontal and vertical force equilibrium in a point along the cone: 
))tan()tan(1/())tan(/)tan(1('' 22
αα δδσσ −+= rv    (5) 
A benchmark analysis by Yu and Mitchell (1998) showed that the best agreement between a cavity expansion 
solution and field observations was obtained for a perfectly rough cone. This suggests that the interface friction 
angle δ  should be chosen equal to the critical state angle of friction φcs, as adopted in this paper; this may be 
slightly conservative.     
3 Constitutive modelling 
A continuum-based constitutive model formulated within the framework of non-associated elasto-plasticity and 
CSSM, is adopted to simulate the behaviour of silt (LeBlanc et al., unpublished). The underlying model 
formulation is similar to the versatile and yet simple critical state two-surface plasticity model for sands by 
Manzari and Dafalias (1997) and Manzari and Prachathananukit (2001). The model has proved to simulate 
drained and undrained stress-strain behaviour of sands successfully under monotonic (and cyclic) loading, over 
a wide range of confining stresses and densities. The plasticity model is formulated using the CSL defined in (1) 
and adopts ψ as a fundamental model parameter. The elastic behaviour is based on a hypo-elastic formulation 
by which the bulk and shear modulus are defined by K = Kr(p/pa)
b and G = Gr(p/pa)
b, respectively, in which b is 
the pressure exponent and pa is the atmospheric pressure for which K = Kr and G = Gr. The elastic domain is 
enclosed by a yield surface with a cone-type shape with the apex at the origin, defined by:  
03/2s =−−= mppf α         (6) 
in which s is the deviatoric stress and  is a back-stress tensor defining the direction of the cone. The value of m 
defines the size of the yield surface. A bounding and a characteristic surface are defined in terms of the stress 
ratios M = q/p in triaxial compression by: 
ψ−+= bCSLbound kMM         (7) 






in which kb and kc are model parameters and MCSL is the critical stress ratio. This formulation ensures increased 
peak shear strength for densely packed sands. It is assumed that the critical state angle of friction CSL is 
approximately the same under 
conditions of triaxial extension and 
compression. This assumption is 
used to formulate surfaces in stress 
space in terms of the lode angle . 
The surfaces are used to define 
thresholds for the back-stress tensor 
rather than the stress tensor. An 
outline of the yield, bounding and 
characteristic surfaces is illustrated 
in Figure 4. The direction of plastic 
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in which g denotes the plastic 
potential, I the identity matrix and n 
the deviatoric normal to the yield 
surface. The parameter D controls 
the isotropic flow direction and thus 
the volumetric behaviour of the plasticity model. The definition D = A0(c:n), in which A0 is a model parameter, 
implies that the characteristic surface becomes the threshold between compressive and dilative behaviour for 



















α α              (10) 
in which C is a positive model parameter. The model is implemented in FLAC3D as a user-defined sub-routine, 
using an integration scheme based on an explicit return mapping method. Suitable correction strategies are 
applied to make the integration scheme stable and efficient.  
4 Model calibration for silt samples 
The constitutive behaviour is evaluated using intact samples of silt sediments originating from Horns Rev in the 
North Sea at a depth of 5.2-5.6 m below seabed. The samples were obtained using a vibrocore technique and 
could possibly have been disturbed before testing. The samples consisted of very silty, fine sand, with a mean 
particle diameter, D50  0.07 mm, a water content, w  25% and a non-plastic fines content, f(%)  45%. The silt 
had a low plasticity index, IP  5.8%. A total of three triaxial CD tests were undertaken on cylindrical specimens 
with a height of 70 mm and a diameter of 70 mm, and bounded by smooth pressure heads. The samples were 
tested in triaxial compression after an initial K0-consolidation, to reach an in-situ geostatic stress ratio of 
K0 = 0.42 and vertical effective stress levels of 50, 100 and 150 kPa. All samples exhibited a strong dilative 
behaviour which indicated that the tested state was denser than the critical state. Direct interpretation of triaxial 
data to determine the critical state parameters of dense silt is problematic. It requires a constitutive model based 
on the critical state assumptions (Been et al. 1992). The critical state parameters are therefore determined from 
model calibration. The adopted model parameters are listed in Table 1 and the triaxial data and simulations are 
illustrated in Figure 5. 
Table 1 . Model parameters. 























15 7.5 0.5 1.33 0.048  0.987 0.84 88 6.1 1.2 0.15 
 
The model calibration led to an estimated state parameter for the silt sediments of ψ0  -0.14. The determined 
position of the CSL line correlated well with the postulated existence of a CSL pivot point (Bouckovalas et al. 
2003).    
 













































































Figure 5 . Model calibration of three drained consolidated triaxial tests on Horns Rev silt. 
5 Discussion 
Simulations using the cavity expansion model are conducted to determine the pore pressure u2 and the cone 
resistance qt numerically in order to evaluate the dimensionless group (qt-u2)/p’0. An example of the calculated 
radial stress distribution immediately after cone penetration is shown in Figure 6a for k = 10-6 m/s, illustrating the 
gradual transformation from negative to positive pore pressures building up in response to the transformation 
from dilative to contractive behaviour. The degree of drainage during penetration can be interpreted using the 
non-dimensional cone penetration velocity V=vd/ch, which may be used to estimate the transition from drained 
(V0.03) to undrained (V30) penetration (House et al., 2001; Randolph and Hope, 2004; Silva et al., 2006). The 
controlling parameter is the coefficient of consolidation ch which is influenced by both permeability and soil 
stiffness; thereby also the mean effective stress level. Appropriate values of ch were determined by numerical 
simulation of one-dimensional consolidation tests, assuming that a representative consolidation pressure is 
equal to the mean effective stress governing in the cavity when fully expanded (r=r0). Though the permeability 
remains constant (k = 10-6 m/s), there are large differences in the non-dimensional velocity (V=0.22-1.8); this is 
an effect of ch dependency on both ψ0 and the mean effective stress level.  
 
A total of 28 simulations are performed to investigate the influence of permeability k and the state parameter ψ0, 
as illustrated in Figure 6b. All simulations are conducted using the initial conditions ’v0 = 100kPa and K0 = 0.42. 
The results of the simulations are seen to form reasonably straight lines, confirming the expression postulated in 
equation (3). The slope of the undrained curve is higher compared to the drained curve. This is expected, as a 
dilative behaviour in undrained conditions causes negative pore pressure and thus an increased mean effective 
stress level in response to a volumetric expansion. This results in higher shear strength and thus higher cone 
resistance. The opposite effect governs for contractive behaviour in undrained conditions. For dense states 
(ψ0  -0.2), the transition from undrained to drained behaviour is found to occur in the range from k = 10-5 m/s to 
k = 10-8 m/s, corresponding to V = 0.03 and V = 13, respectively. While the permeability range is in good 
agreement with the empirical evidence reported by McNeilan and Bugno (1985), which suggested that partially 
drained conditions prevail between k = 10-5 and k = 10-8 m/s for cone penetration in silt, the normalised velocity 
of V = 13 lies somewhat below the usually accepted limit of 30 for undrained behaviour (House et al., 2001). For 
loose states (ψ0  0.1), the transition is seen to occur at lower values of permeability in the range from  
k = 10-4 m/s to k = 10-7 m/s, corresponding to V = 0.01 and V = 19, respectively. The range of V in which partial 
drainage prevails, for dense and loose states, falls close the expected range of 0.03 < V < 30. 
 
A piezocone test was performed at the location where the tested silt samples were obtained. The measured 






very low (qt  1 MPa) and excess pore pressures built up during penetration in the silt layers. The low cone 
resistance may seem contradictory to the strong dilation and high friction angle (  380-390) measured in the 
triaxial apparatus. Unfortunately, no dissipation tests were performed. The permeability of the silt sediment is 
therefore estimated from charts (Robertson et al., 1986) to be in the range 10-5 m/s < k < 10-6 m/s. A 
representative value of k = 10-6 m/s is assumed and used to determine the site-specific correlation between ψ0 
and the value of (qt-u2)/p’0 as illustrated by the dotted line in Figure 6b. This correlation is expressed by (3), 
using the values ku = 14 and mu = 12. The correlation is applied to interpret the measured piezocone parameters 
and estimate the in-situ state of the silt sediments in terms of ψ0, (Figure 7d). At a depth of 5.5 m, the in-situ 
state parameter is determined as ψ0  -0.10, based on the ψ0-correlation to piezocone parameters. In 
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Figure 6 . (a) Radial distribution of stresses after cavity expansion in partially drained conditions (k = 10-6 m/s). 
(b) Estimated value of (qt-u2)/p’0 as a function of the in-situ state parameter ψ0 and permeability coefficient k. 
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Figure 7 . a) Cone tip resistance. b) Measured and hydro-static pore pressure. c) The dimensionless group  






These results agree very well, in the light of the assumptions made by the cavity expansion analysis. The 
discrepancy can be explained by a slightly higher drainage than assumed, either due to a lower permeability or 
spherical drainage during penetration. The comparison suggests that the tested silt samples are representative 
of a lightly disturbed state. Thus, the seemingly contradictory evidence of low cone resistance and high triaxial 
shear strength can readily be explained by a cavity expansion analysis formulated within the framework of 
CSSM. The low cone resistance is a derived effect of the silt having a large slope of the CSL, resulting in rather 
weak and compressible behaviour at high mean effective stresses.   
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The bucket foundation may be a cost-effective support structure for future offshore 
wind farms. The bucket foundation is a thin shell structure and is therefore particularly 
exposed to structural buckling, due predominantly to the hydrostatic loading during 
suction installation. This paper addresses the hydrostatic buckling pressure of large 
diameter bucket foundations during installation in sand. The results presented are 
derived from three-dimensional, non-linear finite element analyses, taking into account 
material plasticity, residual stresses, geometric imperfections, embedment depth and 
derived effects of adding suction, such as the presence of hydraulic gradients in the soil. 
Guidelines for determining appropriate boundary conditions are suggested, based on the 
numerical findings. The guidelines were confirmed by observations from a full-scale 
bucket foundation, which failed due to buckling in 2005. The results and conclusions 
presented were used successfully to design the first bucket foundation, the Mobile Met 
Mast, which was installed offshore in Denmark in 2009. 
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Wind power currently offers a very competitive source of renewable energy, and 
therefore the market for offshore wind farms is projected to expand rapidly within the 
next decade. Several foundation concepts for offshore wind turbines exist. Offshore 
wind turbine foundations are moment resistant structures, primarily governed by large 
moments at seabed level, and comparably small horizontal and vertical loads. The most 
current offshore wind turbine foundations are “monopiles” which are stiff piles with 
large diameters, 4-6 m, driven 15-30 m into the seabed. The monopile belongs to the 
family of monopod foundations; foundations having a single interface to the soil.  
 
The bucket foundation, also referred to as “suction caisson”, is a large cylindrical 
monopod foundation, typically made of steel (Fig. 1). Depending on the skirt length and 
diameter, the bucket foundation has a moment resistance equivalent to a monopile, a 
gravity foundation or in between. The bucket foundation has the potential to be a cost-
effective option in certain soil conditions. A bucket foundation typically requires less 
steel compared to a monopile, but fabrication costs are slightly higher due to the 
complicated lid structure. However, the total cost, steel and fabrication, of a bucket 
foundation is likely to be less than that of a monopile. A bucket foundation can be 
installed using suction assisted penetration whereby suction is applied within the bucket 
subsequent to an initial self-weight penetration. The suction creates a pressure 
differential across the bucket lid, effectively increasing the downward force on the 
bucket while reducing the skirt tip resistance. Suction assisted penetration has the 
potential to reduce installation costs significantly, as large jack-ups, driving and drilling 
equipment are avoided. Natural obstructions, such as cobbles or boulders may prevent 
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suction installation, thus the bucket foundation is applicable only in certain soil 
conditions, such as fine sands and clay materials. Presently, a single wind turbine has 
been installed on a bucket foundation in Frederikshavn, Denmark [1].  
 
The suction installation technology was originally introduced by Shell [2] and is 
currently widely used for suction anchor piles and skirted foundations within the 
offshore oil and gas industry. The suction installation technology has been successfully 
applied to different types of structures installed in a variety of soils, for example the 
Europipe and Sleipner jackets which were the first major structures using suction 
caissons to be installed in sand [3,4]. Compared to oil and gas jackets, bucket 
foundations offer less self-weight to assist penetration and installation sites are 
predominantly in shallow waters, <30 m. Failure during suction assisted installation 
results from the formation of local piping channels, which occurs when the applied 
suction increases and causes an upward flow, reducing the effective stresses within the 
caisson, and eventually liquefying parts of the internal soil matrix. Local piping 
channels break down the hydraulic seal, thus preventing further installation. Simplified 
equations addressing the suction limits, with respect to piping in homogeneous soil are 
given by Houlsby at al. [5,6]. 
 
The cost efficiency of a bucket foundation is significantly improved by increasing the 
ratio of skirt length  over diameter  to approximately / 1, while the wall 
thickness  is kept at a minimum. The dimensions are defined in Fig. 2a. The geometry 
of bucket foundation falls into the category of thin shell structures, as the aspect ratio 
between the bucket diameter and wall thickness is very large / 500 . The 
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structure is therefore particularly exposed to structural buckling due predominantly to 
the hydrostatic loading during installation. Buckling is therefore a major design 
consideration. The buckling failure loads are influenced by several factors, such as 
residual stresses, material plasticity and lid stiffness, and in particular geometric 
imperfections of the bucket skirt. During installation the bucket skirt becomes partly 
embedded. The lateral restraints offered by the sand to the embedded skirt may increase 
the buckling loads significantly, however, the degree of restraint is difficult to 
determine. 
 
A crucial case of buckling occurred in Wilhelmshaven, Germany, in 2005. A large 
bucket foundation, with a skirt length of 15 m and a diameter of 16 m, was constructed 
to support a 6 MW Enercon OWT. The bucket foundation was attempted to be installed 
offshore, using a combination of suction and skirt tip injection. However, due to a 
horizontal impact from the installation vessel as the skirt had penetrated 6.8 m into the 
soil, the bucket foundation buckled and the installation failed completely. Post-failure 
images of the bucket foundation are shown in Fig. 3. This failure clearly underlines the 
exposure of bucket foundations to buckling and the importance of detailed analyses of 
buckling in the design phase.  
 
Structural buckling is significant risk of failure during installation and should be 
addressed. In this paper, the risk of structural buckling is addressed using numerical 
methods to determine the hydrostatic buckling pressures of large diameter bucket 
foundations during installation in sand. The results presented were derived from three-
dimensional, non-linear finite element analysis. Theoretically, if all features of a bucket 
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foundation are incorporated in a finite element model, it should be possible to 
numerically determine the buckling pressure with a high accuracy. However, this is 
probably an unrealistic goal, as uncertainties arise due to inadequate knowledge of the 
as-built features of a bucket foundation. If the most important features are incorporated 
in a finite element analysis, lower thresholds for buckling pressures may be numerically 
determined with a reasonable accuracy. In this paper, true representations of the as-built 
structure, as far as the measured data allow, were included in the finite element analysis. 
The results of the finite element analysis are compared with theoretical expressions and 
current standards for evaluating buckling loads and a simple method to predict the 
buckling loads of bucket foundations during embedment in sand is proposed. The 
validity of the method is supported by observations from a full-scale bucket foundation, 
which failed due to buckling during installation. 
 
All results presented in this paper are based on two steel bucket foundations, A and B, 
with geometries comparable to full-scale bucket foundations supporting offshore wind 
turbines in the range 2-3 MW. Thus, the validity of the presented results is limited to 
bucket foundations with dimensions comparable to those of buckets A and B, listed in 
Table 1. 
2. Elastic buckling of perfect cylindrical shells 
Buckling of cylindrical shells due to hydrostatic pressure is highly dependent on the 
applied boundary conditions at both ends. The boundary conditions may be described as 
free (F), pinned (P) or clamped (C). A pinned boundary has the lateral and 
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circumferential displacement components constrained, that is, 0 (Fig. 2b). A 
clamped boundary has all displacement and rotational components constrained.  
 
The hydrostatic buckling pressure of a perfect pinned-pinned (PP) cylinder, a cylinder 
having a pinned support at each end of the skirt, may be evaluated by the classic 
expression: 
  
12 1  
(1)
in which R is the radius of the caisson,  is the modulus of elasticity and  is the 
Poisson’s ratio [7]. The load  refers to the non-dimensional buckling pressure and 






in which the parameter  refers to the Batdorf parameter, conveniently used to classify 
the geometry of a cylindrical shell: 
 1  (3)
The boundary conditions (F), (P) and (C) may occur in various combinations, 
depending on the restraint at each end of the skirt. In elastic buckling, the buckling 
pressures for each combination of boundary conditions may be evaluated in terms of the 
PP buckling pressure by  , in which  is a multiplier [7]. Values of  for 
various combinations of boundary conditions and their corresponding buckling modes 
are shown in Fig. 4.  
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3. Current methodology 
It is not uncommon that the experimental buckling loads are as low as 30% of the 
theoretical value for cylindrical shells. The reason for this discrepancy can be attributed 
to load eccentricities, residual stresses in the fabricated structures and geometric 
imperfections. Over the last decades, much research has been carried out to investigate 
the imperfection sensitivity of shell buckling. A comprehensive review of advances and 
trends within the theory of thin-shell buckling is provided by Teng [8].  
 
The methods recommended by currents standards are considered as semi-empirical due 
to the lack of agreement between theoretical and experimental buckling loads. The 
recommendations by DNV [9] employ a methodology equivalent to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 for 
cylinders with PP boundary conditions and material yielding is also taken into account. 
Furthermore, a semi-empirical multiplier is introduced to reduce the buckling loads 
according to empirical observations. The recommendations are based on an assumed 
level of imperfections, thus it may be beneficial to perform more refined analyses, 
taking into account the real boundary conditions and actual geometric imperfections.  
4. Analysis with idealized boundary conditions  
Although the main objective of this work was to determine the buckling pressure of 
bucket foundations during installation in sand, series of generic finite element analysis 
of buckets with idealized boundary conditions were carried out to understand and 
quantify the effects of various factors.  
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4.1 Finite element model 
The results were derived from three-dimensional, non-linear, finite element analysis 
conducted using the commercial finite element package, ABAQUS, which provides 
flexibility in terms of mesh generation, elements types, material models and non-linear 
solvers [10]. The bucket foundations were modelled using 8-node second-order shell 
elements with the properties, 210 GPa, 0.29, 235 MPa, and initial 
convergence studies were conducted to determine the required refinement of the bucket 
mesh. In each simulation, a uniformly distributed hydrostatic pressure was applied to 
the bucket foundation and a non-linear incremental post-buckling analysis was 
performed using the modified Rik’s method, capable of predicting the unstable, 
geometrically nonlinear collapse of structures. The hydrostatic buckling pressure was 
determined as the point where either a) yielding occurred in the steel or b) instability 
occurred and the bucket collapsed elastically.  
4.2 Geometric imperfections 
The fabrication process of a bucket foundation causes significant geometric 
imperfections of the bucket skirt due to the welding and plate bending. The geometric 
imperfections of the bucket skirt reduce the buckling load significantly. The 
imperfections may vary in both geometry and size. The magnitude of the imperfections 
may be measured in fractions of skirt thickness, that is, the imperfection 1 
corresponds to diameter fluctuations in the order of the skirt thickness, , as defined in 
Fig. 2c. The magnitude of the imperfections may range realistically from 1 , near 




The effect of geometric skirt imperfections was investigated numerically by distorting 
the perfectly shaped bucket-mesh prior to performing the non-linear incremental 
buckling analysis. The applied geometric imperfections were generated on the basis of 
the deformation pattern obtained from either a) measurements of a full-scale bucket 
foundation or b) the lowest pre-buckling eigenmode, obtained by solving the 
corresponding linear eigenvalue buckling problem. For hydrostatically loaded shells, 
initial geometric imperfections in the form of the lowest pre-buckling eigenmode were 
found to provide the greatest reduction in buckling load [11]. Therefore, in the 
following, “eigenmode imperfections” refer to the geometric imperfections generated 
from the deformation pattern of the lowest pre-buckling eigenmode. 
 
Results illustrating the sensitivity to eigenmode imperfections are shown in Fig. 5. The 
results are normalized with respect to the theoretical buckling pressure of perfect 
cylinders (Eq. 1), 123 kPa and 169 kPa for bucket A and B, respectively. The buckling 
pressures decay rapidly as the magnitude of imperfections increases. The buckling 
pressure may be expressed by: 
  (4)
in which  is a multiplier, accounting for imperfections. For both buckets, the 
recommendations by DNV [9] are equivalent to 0.4, corresponding to 
imperfections in the order of 3.5. For higher degrees of imperfections, the 
recommendations may be non-conservative. It should be noted that other factors 
affecting the hydrostatic buckling pressure, such as residual stresses, are also included 




The geometry of realistic imperfections may differ significantly from the eigenmode 
imperfections. A bucket foundation, referred to as the “Mobile Met Mast”, was 
designed as a support structure for a met mast and constructed in 2008 in Aalborg, 
Denmark. The dimensions of the bucket foundation were equivalent to bucket A. After 
construction, the actual geometry of the bucket foundation was measured precisely by 
means of laser scanning to obtain a three-dimensional point cloud as illustrated in Fig. 
6. The magnitudes of the geometric skirt imperfections were evaluated from the three-
dimensional point cloud (Fig. 7). The largest imperfections were found near the 
weldings, with increasing magnitude towards the bottom of the skirt. The average and 
maximum imperfections were 0.7 and 5.6, respectively.  
 
The hydrostatic buckling pressure of the bucket foundation was determined numerically 
and compared to results obtained for eigenmode imperfections (Fig. 8). The results 
indicate that the severity of the measured imperfections are comparable to eigenmode 
imperfections in the order of 0.5. Thus, it seems very conservative to determine 
the buckling pressure using Fig. 5 in conjunction with the maximum measured 
imperfection, 5.6. It seems more appropriate to use the average size of 
imperfections, 0.7, however, this may not hold true for other bucket foundations. 
For example, if the weldings are located near the ripples formed by the lowest 
eigenmode, then the geometric imperfections are likely to be more severe. It is 
recommended that the number and position of weldings be considered in the design 




4.3 Residual stresses 
Whereas geometric imperfections are known to have a profound effect on the buckling 
pressure, residual stresses may also have a significant effect. The process of fabricating 
the bucket skirt, by rolling and welding, results in permanent plastic deformations of 
some of the material. This causes a pattern of residual stresses to be locked in the bucket 
skirt plates which affects the subsequent response of the structure. The residual stresses, 
however, are difficult to measure but may be approximated numerically [12].  In either 
case, true representations of the as-built structures in a finite element model are not 
possible.  
 
In this paper, the effect of residual stresses is estimated roughly. Assuming that the 
magnitudes of the initial residual stresses are 0.33 , the effect of residual stresses 
may be approximated by determining the hydrostatic buckling pressure as the point 
when  either a) the von Mises stress 1 0.33  is reached in the steel or b) 
instability occurs. In analyses in which eigenmode imperfections were used to define 
the geometry, the residual stresses were found to reduce the buckling pressure by 0.5% 
for w 0.25  and 16% for w 2. If the measured imperfections were used in the 
analysis, the residual stresses were found to reduce the buckling pressure by 10%. 
 
The buckling pressure of bucket A was determined as 86 kPa, taking into account the 
measured imperfections and the assumed level of residual stresses. For comparison, 
DNV [9] recommends a buckling pressure of 49 kPa which, in comparison to 86 kPa, is 
conservatively lower. This suggests that a safety factor of up to 1.75 may be included in 
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DNV’s recommendations and that it may be appropriate to perform refined analyses and 
testing to determine the buckling pressure of bucket foundations more accurately.  
 
In the following analyses, residual stresses are not taken into account and the applied 
imperfections are generated using eigenmode imperfections with the magnitude 2. 
4.4 Lid stiffness 
The lid of a bucket foundation is typically constructed as a large braced steel structure, 
capable of transferring moments from pile to skirt. The lid provides a boundary support 
to the skirt, ranging between pinned and clamped. The change in boundary conditions, 
from PP to CP, provides a 22% increase in buckling pressures for elastic buckling (from 
PF to CF, the increase is much higher). This increase is lower if geometric 
imperfections and material plasticity are taken into account. Fig. 9 illustrates the 
buckling pressure as a function of the thickness of a homogenous lid plate. The results 
indicate that a clamped support yields an increase in buckling loads of 9-11% and the 
transition from PP to CP support occurs gradually over the range /   10 25. For 
bucket B, a clamped support of the skirt from the lid requires a stiffness equivalent to a 
massive 0.75 m lid plate. Thus, the stiffness of a typical braced lid is most likely not 
sufficient to ensure a clamped support of the skirt.  
 
Buckling loads less than PPP  were found for / 10, indicating that the lid 
support was weaker than a pinned boundary condition. The low buckling pressure 
resulted from large downward displacements in the centre of the lid, causing plastic 
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deformations and lateral displacements ( 0) at the skirt/lid intersection. However, 
this type of lid bending would not occur if a braced lid structure was modelled.  
 
In general, it may be recommended that the degree of support offered by the lid of a 
bucket foundation is considered pinned until refined analyses, incorporating the actual 
lid geometry, are performed. If a clamped support is desired, then the lid stiffness is 
increased optimally by adding steel along the circumference of the lid, as the lid 
deformations occur near the skirt in the PP mode (Fig. 10). 
5. Analysis of buckling during embedment in sand 
While installing a bucket foundation, the skirt becomes partly embedded into the 
seabed. The seabed soil provides lateral restraints to the embedded skirt, causing the 
buckling pressure of the bucket to increase. The effect of lateral restraints offered by 
clay soils on buckling loads was investigated by [13,14]. In general, they suggest that 
lateral soil restraint be neglected. In this paper, the effect of the lateral restraint offered 
by sands on the hydrostatic buckling pressures is analysed.  
 
The skirts of bucket A and B were embedded in a circular soil domain modelled using 
20-node second-order solid elements (Fig. 11). The strength of the sand was assumed to 
be governed by effective stresses. As the duration of buckling is short, undrained 
behaviour of the soil may prevail, thus an effective stress approach is conservative for 
dilatant sands as lack of drainage increases the soil strength. However, in very loose 
sands, that is sands showing compressible behaviour, this approach is non-conservative. 
The constitutive behaviour of the sand was modelled linearly elastic in combination 
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with a Mohr-Coulumb yield surface. The interface between the bucket skirt and the soil 
was modelled as Coulomb sliding, with an angle of friction of 20 . The initial stress 
conditions were determined from the effective unit weight ′ and the geostatic stress 
ratio 0.5. Two types of sand, representative of a loose and a dense sand, were used 
in the analyses. The sand parameters, chosen conservatively, are listed in Table 2. 
 
In some numerical simulations, the application of hydrostatic pressure caused the 
bucket to penetrate further into the soil rather than buckle. Therefore, in order to 
determine the buckling pressure, it was necessary to apply a distributed vertical load 
along the edge of the embedded skirt to counter-balance the downward force acting on 
the bucket foundation.  
5.1 Critical geometric imperfections during embedment 
The deformation pattern of the lowest pre-buckling eigenmode, determined by solving 
the corresponding linear eigenvalue buckling problem, does not provide the most 
critical geometric imperfections if the bucket foundation is embedded in sand. 
Geometric imperfections that are more critical can be calculated using the reduced soil 
stiffness modulus, , in the linear eigenvalue buckling problem. Geometric 
imperfections for   have deformation patterns stretching deeper into the soil. 
Fig. 12 illustrates the buckling pressure of bucket A, embedded 3 m in loose sand, 
calculated using different eigenmode imperfections, with magnitude 2, obtained 
for various values of . The greatest reduction of buckling pressure, 10%, was 
obtained for 0.1 . In all further analyses, the critical geometric imperfections 




The sensitivity of an embedded bucket foundation to geometric imperfections was 
evaluated and compared to the sensitivity of a bucket with PP boundary conditions. The 
results are shown in Fig. 13. The almost coinciding curves indicate that the buckets 
were equally exposed to geometric imperfections, and a sensitivity analysis of 
imperfections may be based on the simple PP boundary case.   
5.2 Equivalent pinned embedment depth 
During installation of a bucket foundation, the degree of skirt fixation increases. The 
degree of skirt fixation may be evaluated in terms of the equivalent pinned embedment 
depth, , the depth below seabed where the support from the embedded skirt 
equilibrates a pinned boundary in respect to buckling (Fig. 14). The introduction of  
allows the hydrostatic buckling pressure as a function of embedment depth to be 
determined using Eq. 1-4 if  and an appropriate value of  are known.  
 
In this paper, representative values of  are predicted numerically. Firstly, the 
hydrostatic buckling pressure of bucket A and B was determined at the embedment 
depths / , of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. Secondly, the corresponding values of  were 
determined from Eq. 1, using the condition . Finally,  was calculated 
from  and . Fig. 15 shows the normalized values of  predicted in the analyses.  
 
The results show that the value of  depends on both sand properties and embedment 
depth. For bucket A and B, the value of  was determined to be in the ranges 
0.6 1.3 m and 0.8 3.7 m, respectively, and when the bucket foundation was 
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installed in loose sand rather than dense sand, the value of  increased by 0.3 1.1 
m. The equivalent pinned embedment depth may be approximated conveniently by the 
linear expression 0.1 , in which  is in the range 0.1 0.23 for 
buckets installed in dense sand, and 0.23 0.33 for buckets installed in loose sand. 
5.3 Derived effects of adding suction  
Applied suction inside the bucket causes a steady-state flow field to evolve in the sand. 
This yields a constant influx of water which must be pumped out to maintain a constant 
level of suction within the bucket. If the excess pore pressure applied in the bucket is , 
then the excess pore pressure at the skirt tip is , with the constant,  in the range 
0.0 1.0. The value of  depends on the flow field geometry and can be approximated 
numerically [5]. As the level of suction increases, a limit is reached whereby the upward 
hydraulic gradient in the bucket exceeds the gravitational force acting on the sand 
particles. At this limit, the effective stresses vanish and local piping channels are 
formed. The average vertical pore pressure gradient along the internal bucket skirt may 
be evaluated by 1 / , thus the critical level of suction,   causing piping may 





in which ′  is the submerged unit weight of the sand. For suction less than critical, the 
effective unit weight of the sand, ′ inside the bucket may be approximated using:  
 ′ ′ 1  (6)
The reduction of ′ will significantly decreases the lateral restraints provided to the 
embedded skirt by the sand. The effect of suction on buckling pressures was analyzed 
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numerically by reducing ′ of the soil matrix within the buckets A and B. The results, 
evaluated in terms of , are shown in Fig. 16. For both loose and dense sand, the 
effect of suction increased the equivalent pinned embedment depth, by approximately 
0.4 m m, i.e. Δ ⁄ 1 ⁄ 0  = 0.4 m. This increase may be 
approximated by a linear function of / .  
5.4 Calculation of  during suction installation 
On the basis of the numerical findings, it is suggested that bucket foundations with 
dimensions comparable to buckets A and B may be designed to withstand hydrostatic 
loading, using Eq. 1-4 and appropriate values of  and . The value of  is 
determined by: 
  (7)
in which  may be approximated by: 
 0.1 Δ  (8)
to account for the applied suction and embedment depth.  is a dimensionless multiplier 
introduced to account for the sand properties at the site of installation. Appropriate 
values of  follows from Fig. 15 and the effect of adding suction may be accounted for 
by setting Δ 0.4 m. It is important to note that these values are only applicable if 
the bucket dimensions are similar to those of buckets A and B or more slender buckets.  
5.5 Comparison to full-scale observations 
Observations of the buckling deformation pattern of the bucket foundation in 
Wilhelmshaven may be used for verification. The buckling of the skirt occurred as the 
bucket had penetrated 6.8 m in the sand, corresponding to the normalized penetration 
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depth / 0.45. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the buckling deformation pattern 
stretched 2.1 m below the seabed. This indicates that the pinned embedment depth was 
approximately 2.1 m.  
 
Bucket B may be compared to the bucket from Wilhelmshaven, as their dimensions are 
in the same order of magnitude. At the normalized penetration depth / 0.45, the 
value of  for bucket B, using Fig. 15, is predicted to be 2.0 m and 2.8 m for loose 
and dense sand, respectively. In comparison, the observed value of 2.1 m is 
within this range. Thus, the structural buckling that occurred in Wilhelmshaven supports 
the validity of the numerical findings. 
5.6 Design and installation of the Mobile Met Mast 
The guidelines presented in this paper were used for design of the Mobile Met Mast. 
Buckling design curves were calculated on the basis of DNV [9] for a cylinder with PP-
boundary conditions. Thereby, it was implicitly assumed that the lid support was 
equivalent to a pinned support. The equivalent pinned skirt length during embedment, 
, was calculated from Eq. 7 and 8 for loose 0.23  and dense sand 0.1 . 
The value 0.4 m was used in Eq. 8 since the critical level of suction causing 
piping was predicted to be close to the buckling design curve.  Fig. 17 illustrates the 
buckling design curves for loose and dens sand. The buckling curve for  is 
added for comparison. The Mobile Met Mast was designed such that the expected range 
of required suction was less than the buckling design limit for installation in both loose 
and dense sand. On basis of the buckling analyses presented in Section 4.3, it was 




The Mobile Met Mast was successfully installed at Horns Rev 2 Offshore Wind Farm, 
Denmark in February 2009, as shown in Fig. 18. During installation, the bucket skirt 
penetrated both loose and dense sand. The suction required for installation was within 
the expected range of suction. There were no indications of structural buckling.  
6. Conclusions 
This paper addresses the risk of hydrostatic buckling of large diameter, thin-walled 
bucket foundations (suction caissons) during installation in sand. Results were obtained 
using three-dimensional, non-linear finite element analyses. The results and conclusions 
presented in this paper were successfully used to design of the first bucket foundation, 
the Mobile Met Mast, which was installed offshore in Denmark, 2009. 
 
The main conclusions are summarized below:  
Geometric imperfections: 
• The recommendations by DNV [9] appear to provide a conservative estimate of 
the buckling pressure for cylinders with PP boundaries and geometric 
imperfections less than 3.  
• A three-dimensional laser scanning of a full-scale bucket foundation showed 
that the largest skirt imperfections were located near the weldings, with 
increasing magnitude towards the bottom of the skirt. The average and 
maximum imperfections were 0.7 and 5.6, respectively. It is 
recommended that the number and position of weldings be considered in the 
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design phase in order to avoid geometric imperfections which are close to the 
deformation pattern of the eigenmode imperfections.  
• Realistic imperfections can be significantly less severe than eigenmode 
generated imperfections. Thus, it may be appropriate to measure the as-built 
imperfections and perform refined numerical analyses to determine the 
hydrostatic buckling pressure of bucket foundations. 
Residual stresses 
• Initial residual stresses, one-third of the yield stress reduced the buckling 
pressure by approximately 10%.   
Skirt support from the bucket lid  
• It is recommended that the skirt support from the lid of the bucket foundation is 
assumed pinned unless refined analyses, incorporating the actual lid geometry, 
are performed. A clamped lid support increased the buckling pressure by 
approximately 10%. 
Skirt support from sand during embedment 
• The lateral support provided to an embedded bucket skirt by sand is significant 
with respect to structural buckling of the skirt. The degree of fixation depends 
on the bucket properties, sand properties, embedment depth and degree of 
applied suction. The degree of skirt fixation was expressed in terms of the 
equivalent pinned embedment depth  and appropriate values of  were 
determined numerically. Observations from a bucket foundation in 
Wilhelmshaven, which failed due to buckling, confirmed the numerical findings.  
• The equivalent pinned embedment depth is a function of the applied suction. 
The effect of adding suction increased the equivalent pinned embedment depth 
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by up to 0.4 m. This reduction can be approximated by a linear function of /
.  
 
The validity of the guidelines presented is limited to bucket foundations with 
dimensions comparable to those used in the numerical analyses. Further research should 
aim at developing design guidelines which are valid for arbitrary bucket dimensions and attempt 
to verify the main conclusions by physical testing. Furthermore, future research should 
address the effect of horizontal loading on buckling pressure; when a bucket foundation 
is installed, an initial seabed footprint is drawn by the free end of the bucket skirt. This 
footprint is not perfectly circular due to geometric imperfections. During the process of 
installation, this footprint is forced to alter shape towards the circular shape of the 
bucket lid. Thus, active soil pressure builds up, resulting in local horizontal loading on 
the bucket skirt. Horizontal loading may also arise from a vessel impact or from wave 
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The following symbols are used in this paper: 
 dimensionless constant (-); 
c dimensionless multiplier (-); 
 bucket diameter (m); 
 Modulus of elasticity (sand) (kPa); 
 Modulus of elasticity (sand) used to solve the linear 
eigenvalue problem (kPa);  
 modulus of elasticity, caisson (kPa); 
 penetration depth (m); 
 equivalent pinned embedment depth (m); 
 skirt length (m); 
 equivalent pinned skirt length (m); 
 hydrostatic pressure (kPa); 
         ,  hydrostatic buckling pressure (kPa); 
 hydrostatic buckling pressure for imperfections of 
magnitude (kPa); 
 hydrostatic buckling pressure of a perfect and elastic 
cylinder with PP boundary conditions (kPa); 
 non-dimensional hydrostatic buckling pressure (-); 
 hydrostatic buckling pressure of a cylinder with PP 




,  environmental loads (kPa); 
 bucket radius (m); 
 applied suction (kPa); 
 critical suction (kPa); 
 lid thickness (mm); 
 skirt thickness (mm); 
 vertical displacement component (-); 
 lateral displacement component (-); 
 imperfection parameter (-); 
 circumferential displacement component (-); 
 Batdorf parameter (-); 
,  dimensionless multipliers (-); 
′  submerged unit weight (kN/m ; 
′ effective unit weight (kN/m ; 
 Poisson’s ratio, sand (-); 
 Poisson’s ratio, caisson (-); 
 angle of friction ( 0); 
 angle of dilation ( 0); 













Fig. 2. a) Definition of bucket dimensions. b) Applied load and cylindrical coordinates.  
c) Definition of imperfections in terms of . 
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Fig. 5. Buckling pressure as a function of the magnitude of skirt imperfections. 
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Fig. 6. Visualization of the three-dimensional point cloud obtained by laser scanning of  




































Fig. 8. Skirt deflection as a function of applied suction;  
measured imperfections and eigenmode generated imperfections. 
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Fig. 9. Buckling pressure as a function of lid thickness. 
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Fig. 12. Buckling pressure of bucket A embedded 3 m in loose sand,  
calculated using different eigenmode imperfections, magnitude w 2. 
  















Fig. 13. Sensitivity of buckling pressure to geometric imperfections for 
 a) 3 m embedment in loose sand, b) PP boundary conditions. 
  





















Fig. 14. Illustration of equivalent pinned embedment depth hPP  















Fig. 15. Pinned embedment depth hPP as a function of embedment depth h,  
normalised with respect to the skirt length L. 
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Fig. 16. Pinned embedment depth of bucket A as a function of the suction s. 
 























Fig. 17. Buckling design curves for the Mobile Met Mast. 
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Fig. 18. Successful installation of the Mobile Met Mast  






 L [m] D [m]  [mm]  [mm] Z  [kPa] 
Bucket A 6 12 20 200 287 123 
Bucket B 12 12 30 300 766 169 
 













′  [kN/m  
Loose sand 30  10 0  10 
Dense sand 40  50 10  10 
 
Table 2. Sand parameters 
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